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FORECAST
Variable clouds and a few snow- 
flurries today and Friday. Some 
sunny periods in the afternoon. 
Becoming a little warmer. ligh t 
winds.
The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Friday at Kelowna 22 and 32. Tempera­tures recorded Wednesday 20 and 
26.





ViCrrORIA (CP» — Prosecutor 
Victory Dryer today goes into the 
second day of his arguments 
against the appeal of Robert 
Sommers, former British Colum­
bia forests minister convicted of 
bribery and conspiracy.
Also involved in the appeal be­
fore a three-judge panel is H. W. 
Gray, Vancouver timber execu­
tive. He and Sommers drew five- 
year sentences and arc on $30,000 
and $34,000 bail respectively.
As Gray sat . in the spectator’s
He argued that an official of 
government includes a minister 
of the crown and that a minister 
cannot e s c a p e  prosecution 
through law by reason of his posi­
tion. Any action by his legislative 
body would be merely punish­
ment for contempt of the rights 
and privileges of Parliament and 
not for the criminal offence it­
self.
The defence has claimed that 
Sommers, as a minister, was not 
an official of the government as 
section of the small courtroom i he was charged under the old 
Wednesday. Mr. Dryer quoted Criminal Code.
Kelowna Officials Refute
South MHO'S Bad W ater
law references and statutes dat 
Ing to 1883 to substantiate his re­
buttal of tw o  main defence 
claims.
Mr. Dryer also answered a de­
fence claim that a limitation sec­
tion of the old code, precluding 
prosecution for bribery offences 
more than two years old. had ex­
pired by the time the Crown’s 
charges were laid. He said the 
limitation section was wiped out 
by the new Criminal Code which 
was the government document in 







(By Courier Staff Reporter)
VERNON — It will probably be 
two or three weeks before Mayor 
Frank Becker is back in harness.
• The popular chief magistrate 
and sportsman is undergoing an 
operation in Vancouver for a 
detached retina.
. Mayor Becker had the bandages 
■ removed Wednesday from his 
good eye. He wears a glass eye 
In thfe other.
ClyKrf officials yesterday said 
tKat Irw ill probably be two or 
thrc<^ we6ks before Mr. Becker 
has recovered sufficiently to re­
turn ip his office. And for several 
weeks after that his personal eye 
specialist, has suggested that he 
“ tako it easy."
Meanwhile Aid. Harold J. Down 





VKTTORIA (CP) — Members 
from both sides of the House 
Wednesday came to the defence 
of the trade union movement in 
British Columbia during the 
budget debate in the B.C. legis­
lature.
Dan Campbell SC—Comox said 
Wednesday he believes works 
Minister Chant obviously re­
ferred to situations in the United 
States but Mr. Chant was not 
specific enough in defining the 
areas in which these chr/'ges 
apolicd.
Sweeping generalities Implied 
guilt by association and it was 
“an absolutely improper reflec­
tion” on the trade union move­
ment in B.C. to'imply nefarious 
practices are^ common through- 
out it.
I with to dissociate myself 
from any suggestion that I per­
sonally consider that a tar brush 
should be applied to the trade 
union movement in this province 
because of illegal practices which 
have appeared in the movement 
to the south of us.”
Tony Gargrove CCF—Macken­
zie suggested Mr. Chant’s state­
ments had made him a “political 
liability” to the cabinet.
“Any attempt to associate B.C. 
trade unionists with gangsters or 
racketeers that have Infested 
some United States trade unions 
does B.C. a disservice,” he said
I-V,'
i  \
Clarke Claims City 
Supply Dangerous'
By W. BEAVER-JONES 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
Civic officials are “surprised and dumbfounded” over Dr. 
David A. Clarke’s charges concerning contaminated water in 
Kelowna.
The medical health officer, addressing the annual meet­
ing of the South Okanagan Health Unit in Penticton, Wednes­
day, charged the Aquatic pool shows gross contamination dur­
ing summer months; that Kelowna’s sewerage plant is adding 
to the lake contamination, and that 13 per cent of the people in 
outlying districts are drinking unsafe water.
Kelowna city council plans discussing the matter at too 
next meeting; the aquatic club will hold a special exccutivo 
meeting, and the board of trade will launch an investigation 
into the charges at next Tuesday’s executive meeting.
SPEAKING OF BONA-FIDE LEFT-HANDED MIRACLES
WHEW! STILL AUVEl' — | sits in front of his car after 
Dazed but still alive, Hardy 1 train ripped car in two. He said 
Hargrove (PICTURE AT LEFT) I he didn’t see the train. Rear of
W^stbank Women's Leader 
Commended Bv Dr. Shrum
LAING DEPLORES
car (PICrrURE AT RIGHT)
landed 50 feet away! Hargrove 
suffered cuts, his wife internal
injuries. The accident occurred 
at a level crossing near Birm­
ingham, Alahama. ■
Liberal ̂  Cautions Bennett 
Against Inciting ICivil W a r
VICTORIA (CP) — Liberal 
Leader Arthur Laing said Wed­
nesday night he hopes Premier 
Bennett’s entry into the field of 
labor relations is "on the road 
to peace, not to civil war.” 
Addressing the Sooke and Otter
VERNON — There were less 
than two-dozen spectators and 
Witno'-'^es -at the Shrum Power 
Commission hearing in Vernon
yester.d“y-
But the one-day session was 
conducted in a formal, yet con­
genial manner.
Dr. Gordon Shrum is no strang­
er to the Okanagan. Tho director 
of tho B.C. research counsel, has 
visited Kelowna in an “official” 
capacity in bygone years, and 
has spent summer vacations in
the Okanagan Valley.
He particularly welcomed Mrs. 
F. L. W. Clarke, Westbank Wo­
men’s Institute president, who 
presented a brief on behalf of 
her organization.
Dr. Shrum recalled meeting 
members of tho Westbank WI, 
during the course, of a UBC-spon 
sored survey in the valley.
"Without organizations such ns 
yours, we would bo unable to ob­
tain the facts and information,” 
he remarked with a smile.
Canadian Weapons Policies 
May Be Curbed By Costs
Point L i b e r a l  Association at 
nearby Sooke, Mr. Laing said the 
province in 1959 cannot stand a 
repetition of the industrial strikes 
and lockouts it experienced last 
year.
A prolonged strike in the lum-
GLENMORE RATEPAYERS OK 
DOMESTIC WATER BYLAW
GLENMORE Ratepayers in Glenmore overwhelm­
ingly approved the $105,000 domestic water improvement 
bylaw yesterday.
A total of 297 cast ballots in favor of the referendum 
and 74 were opposed. There were eight rejected ballots. 
Total of 623 people were eligible to vote.
According to Reeve P. R. Moubray, tenders will be 
called as soon as necessary administration details have 
been completed. Once the new system has. been construct­
ed, the entire municipality will have adequate water supply.
OTTAWA (CP)-High costs In­
volved In producing n shrinking 
nrscnnl of c o m p l e x  wogrpons 
needed to fight nn atomic wnr 
may, foifce Canada to abandon a 
post-war policy of dc.signing and 
developing new' wca|K>ns of her 
own. ,
But nogotlntlona w i t h  the
Vernon-Kelowna 
Roads Improve
(By Courieir Staff Reporter)
VERNON — Road condlUona 
between KoloWnn and Vernon 
have improved considerably dur­
ing the past few days, but motor- 
Ist.s should still "toko it cosy.”
While tho road Is practically 
bare tjctwcen the Orchard City 
and Oynma, there are numerous 
Icy corners north of this point.
Highway crchvsi sand Icy sect 
Ions rcgulnrlyi btd it’s shady 
places where thq sun never shines 
that are hazardous.
And north of Oyama, theire's 
two inches more snow along the 
highway than in the Kelowna 
or««l
United States to get an agreed 
share of Joint Cnnndn-U.S, mili­
tary production for Cnnndian .de- 
l ence plants is "fraught with dlf- 
ficuUles,” says General Clharles 
Foulkes, chairman of ilio chiefs 
of staff committee,
"It will require a great deal of 
hard work, jpgenuity and give 
and take on bqth aides of tho bor­
der to nccoinpll h a satisfactory 
solution to this problem,” hb told 
Canada U S business confer­
ence Wcflncsdny.
CANADA'S HIGH 






Court W rit Received
ber industry would cripple the 
province’s entire economy, he 
said. •
"The field of labor relations is 
not the primary responsibility of 
the government at all. Govern­
ment’s responsibility is restricted 
to facilitating good relations be­
tween the two opposing units (of 
employers and employees).
"This is the only justification 
for any labor legislation now on 
tho books,” he said.
Mr. Laing criticized the prov­
ince’s power situation.
"Why in power-rich B.C. have 
we so far developed only 3,000,000 
horsepo\Ycr—and that at prohibi­
tive rates?”
He said the Social Credit gov­
ernment "has lost for us the 
province's power sources.”
We are even selling natural 
gas in the State of Washington at 
two-thirds the price charged Ca­
nadians,” he said.
Mr. Laing said ho was alarmed 
at the "Internal inflation” In B.C. 
and said tho Premier must take 
his full share of tho responsibility.
He rccnllcd nn occasion when 
11 government members, includ 
ing a cabinet minister, said they 
favored a moratorium on private 
debt.
BE KIND TO ANIMALS
BUFFALO. N.Y. (AP)-Actlng 
postmaster Myron F. Blokcncy 
Issued a memo to Buffalo moil- 
men Wednesday ordering them 
not to make menacing gestutes 
against the dogs on their routes 
or to tense them. "It's only fair,” 
said Blakcncy.
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP)—The 
Newfoundland Federation of La­
bor (CLCI executive opened a 
dpcclid meeting here today to 
discuss the current loggers atrlkb 
against the Anglo-Nowfoundland 
Development C o m p a n y  and 
Premier Smallwood's interven­
tion in it.
It was reported tho federation 
will consider calling nn omcr\ 
gency convention of its members 
to deal with the situation.
President Larry Daley of $t. 
John's would say only: "Wo will 
hold discussions all day. I can 
not nt this time dlsclo.se details 
of tho agenda,"
Mcanwldlc, Premier SmaHyifood
confirmed he has received a writ 
charging defamation of character 
from St. John's Lawyer James 
Green, acting for H, Lnndon 
Ladd, district iircsldcnt of tho 
striking Intcrnallonnl Woodwork 
era of America (CLC), and two 
other union executives. Each 
seeks $100,000 in damages. ,
The 'charge was laid after 
Pr<|mlori Smallwoo<l In a broad­
cast address last week urged live 
loggers to get rid of the IWA 
and form a new independent un 
Ion with his help.
Tljc union also* flecks permis 
slon from Provincial Labor Min 
later Ballam to charge tho prem­
ier with unfair Inlxir proctlcea.
METER READERS 
'INDISPENSABLE'
(By Courier Staff Reporter)
VERNON — Meter readers 
are indispensable.
The suggestion was put forth 
by the Westbank Womei’s In­
stitute that the B.C. Power Com­
mission could probably save 
money by having customers 
read their own meters. Power 
commission officials, under the 
proposal, would make a semi­
annual inspection.
But, according to C. W. Nash, 
load director of B.C. Power 
Commission, tho meter reader 
performs other services, besides 
keeping a check on what Mr. 
and Mrs, Average Citizen use 
in electrical consumption.
Mr. Power Checker keeps a 
"weather eye” cocked on de­
fective power poles, equipment 
and lines.
B.C. Power Commission crews 
thus are able to rectify any de­
fects in service before "black­
outs" occur.
BULLETIN
Dr. W. J. O’Donnell, past president of the Aquatic has ad­
mitted at press time today that contamination will become an In­
creasing problem and that the city and the Aquatic are taking 
preventive steps.
"But," he said, " I’m not satisfied that the investigation of the 
water at various swimming beaches, which could include Vernon 
and Penticton, has been thoroughly gone into. I think it is up to 
the Public- Health Department to come up with an alternative 
suggestion, instead of us constructing an expensive, permanent 
swimming pool, which, at the present time we cannot afford."
' The Aquatic has been investigating situation regarding , 
the Incidence «r infection to swimmers and upon questioning 
different doctors, have not found there is any marked increase 
in infection.
October, and that the city will 
reap the beneflta of the new sys­
tem as soon as the weather 
warms up. They automatically 
clear themselves and 80 to 95 
percent of the original suspended 
See—WATER Page 8
Maybe This Is 
A  Good Omen
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) -  To 
pn.sa time in tho long trial of 
Dave Beck on Income tax 
charges, spcctatorfl, reporters 
and Beck made up a pool op 
who would be jury foreman.
F.nch participant put, up $1 
and drew a number correspond­
ing to a Juror's scat. According 
to custom, tlie Jury foreman walks 
niongflidd the bailiff. When tho 
Jury enmo back from lunch Wed­
nesday, tho foreman was Warren 
Halo. ,





Mean\vhile responsible officials have refuted some of Dr. 
Clarke’s charges. They were particularly concerned over the 
fact the health officer’s remarks have been given wide public­
ity in coast newspapers. This morning’s national radio news 
summary also dealt at great length with Dr. Clarke’s complaint.
“If Dr. Clarke wants to undermine our tourist inclustry, 
he's certainly going about it the right way,” one tourist council 
member declared. “For years Kelowna has been trying to build 
up it’s tourist industry, but unfortunately due to Dr. Clarke’s 
sensationalism, we’ll be lucky if we get any visitors from the 
coast. Everyone is getting the impression all the water in the 
Okanagan is contaminated.”
Dr. Clarke charged that four sewage beds were installed last 
provincial camp sites, used by 
many thousands of persons last 
year, also had raw, unsafe water.
The four sites were at Okanagan,
Okanagan Falls, Antlers and 
Similkameen.
Mayor R. F. Parkinson will be 
indisposed for the next couple of 
days, and was unavailable for 
comment.
However, Aid. Arthur Jackson 




He produced correspondence 
which showed that G. F. Amyot, 
deputy minister of health, had 
approved plans for the new 
sewage disposal plant, and that 
they met the requirements of the 
Health Act. At that time no 
mention was made of tho necoss 
Ity of chlorinating the sewage 
effluent.
Tho additional, sewage plant 
was constructed under tho $210,- 
000 bylaw approved by ratepayers 
some time ago. City works super­
intendent H. M. Trueman pointed 




A typical example of how Dr 
Clarke’s adverse water pubUcitj 
affects the tourist Industry wai 
demonstrated In a letter received 
recently by the board of trade.
A Prince George resident asked 
if It was true the lake was con­
taminated, as he plans bringing 
his family to Kelowna again for 
tho summer holidays. Tho family 
has spent several vacations here.
The trade board expressed 
alarm over tho adverse publicity, 
and plans a flrsWinnd inspection 
of tho sewage plant.
Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police tiila afternoon are In- 
veiUgatlng the death of a IdL 
yeair-eld youth, reportedly hil­
led In n fight at the Kelowna 
Benlatr nigh School. .
Inn Forworn, IGiyear-old son 
of Mrs. Ellxaboth Ferwom, dic<| 
In Kelownn Hospital curly this 
morning; from •  fractured gkuli.
Sgt. Kelly lrviiig( NCO Kel- 
owwna detachment, said full In- 
vcstigntlon is being launched.
It is understood Fehvorn and 
anothi^r youth, about the same 
age, were "pushing one another 
around." Death, it is understood, 
wos.duo to a fractured skull, '
A co'roner’s jury wlH view the 
body this attcrnb(>n at } o'clock.
-'t ■ ’
Coroner Donald White will set tho 
date of tho inquest after tho Jury
has convened.
It is understood -a 10-ycnr-pld 
youth has l)cen questioned re­
garding tho Incident. No charges 
have been laid, Sgt. Irving said,
7'hc incident took jdacc yester­
day afternoon in one' of , the 
school rooms. Later on, poUco
said, Ferwom was noticed (‘wand 
erlng around In a dazed con 
dltlon."
Tlio youth’s mother, Mrs. Eliza­
beth Forworn is nprlinnry school 
teacher nt tho South Kelowna 
School.
Ho was rushed to ho.spital. but 
died tarly Utls morning.
A British Newspaper has given 
Okanagan Valley apple growers 
their best sales pitch yet.
"Crunch Apponi!"
That’s the way the London 
Dally Mirror dcscrlhos tho Oka- 
nagan'fl Red Delicious apples.
In n well-displayed feature 
"plug" In the "Petticoat Section" 
of n recent Issue, Tho Mirror's 
popular staffer Alisa Garland 
writes:
"A word In your car, dear . 
about "Crunch Appoal" . . , nt 
last you can buy beautiful red 
apples with CRUNCH APPEALI 
"They comb from Canada and 
are called Red Delicious." (A 
ideture shows a comely maiden 
biting into au apple.)
Miss Garland continues: 
"We’ve tried them and they 
certainly live up to their name 
‘And what a change from the 
red apples you usually buy~tlio 
sort- that decorate your fruit 
bowl for months because of their 




LEXING'TON, Ky, (AP) -  Tlio 
U.S. marshal's office has put 
genuino 20-gollon moonshine still 
on display for visiting officers 
who never had seen one. It was 
confiscated in « raid. .
VICTORIA (CP) Kinks 
snipped by Mrs, Thelma. Owen 
of Kelowna and Mrs. Marg 
Tegsrt of SslAon Jlrm todoy 
assured the, Okanagan Valley 
of Its first provincial women's 
curling championship.
A Budden-dealh playoff for
I Carl Sandburg soys ho thinks if 
Abraham Lincoln were nliyo to­
day, ho wouldn't bo a member 
of cither major U.S) political 
party. “In fact, ho would likely 
favor a new party," Sandburg 
said. Tho biographer of Llncolrji. 
was hero for a series of lectures.
the title, won by Vancouvbr’s 
Ixils lladdon last yeor, got un­
der way at 1 p.m.
Mrs. Owen, the SouUi Okana- 
gon none winner, trounced Irene 
Fraser. Vancouyer, 14-5 While 
Mre, Tegart* the North Okana­
gan representative, defeated 
snbUier Vancouver rink skipped 
by Joy MeLcllan
lONORED BilMMONSES 
tX)8 ANGELES (A P)-For 18 
months Vcncll 0«no llawklns 
bad been getting iralfjc tickets 
and ignoring them. PbHeo pro­
duced 35 citations 
and Judge Joseph MarchWllff»®on' 
victed Hawkins, 20, and'.sen 
lenced him to 1,45.5 days in city 
Jail, "Why—they ijon’t get thn 
much for manslaughter," Ifawk 
ins proterted, , ,
IWITTER DAV VIEW 
rilOVO, Utah tAD -  foc t
Credit Union 
Meeting Only
Kolownn and District Credit 
Union will not hold a banquet In 
conjunction with its annual meet­
ing Fchnmry 25. ,
Through a misunderstanding 
in n telcphono intervlow Wednes-- 
day, Tlio dourior reported that, 
ns In other years, the o r g n i^ t  
tion would, banquet the member- ,
” l^ucaLltM chairman ,.|!!JtUlp 
jlfDwcn said that ddo'to n atlft 
agenda it Imd been decided. to , 
drop the bouquet. PcnUcton Her-*; 
old editor James Hume, how*- 
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N ew  Day Is Dawning And 
N ew  Problems For Cyprus
The agreement reached at Zurich and now 
being discussed in London is the most hope­
ful development that has yet occurred in the 
Cyprus question, althou^ as this is being 
written there are reports that Archbishop 
Makarios is opposing it and has had angry 
words with the Greek premier.
Althougl) the troubles in Cyprus began 
with a rebellion of a section of the Greek 
Cypriot population against'•British author­
ity, they have been kept alive by the policies 
of Greece and Turkey. The Greek govern­
ment and }>eopIc enthusiastically supported 
the demands of Archbishop Makarios and 
his followers for “Enosis” or union with 
Greece. The Turks, on the other hand, ada­
mantly opposed this, both because they were 
concerned for the safety of the Turkish min­
ority and because they objected to seeing the 
island, only a few miles from their own coast, 
brought under Greek military' control. They 
insisted that if Britain gave up Cyprus, the 
island must be partitioned. These uncom­
promising positions prevented a peaceful 
settlement.
The first break in the deadlock came last 
year when both the Greek government and 
Archbishop Makarios abandoned their de­
mand for Enosis, and declared they would 
be satisfied with independence for Cyprus. 
At the meeting in Switzerland, the Turkish 
premier made a corresponding concession. 
He dropped his insistence on partition, pro­
vided that adequate constitutional guarantees 
were provided for the rights of the Turkish 
minority, and provided that Turkey was per­
mitted to station troops on the island, to­
gether with Greece, to prevent any attempt 
to achieve Enosis by force. The agreement 
liius reached was welcomed in London and 
has been approved by the British govern­
ment. Britain's main interest in Cyprus is 
strategic, and the proposed settlement would 
allow her to retain her army and air force 
bases. .
The projected independent republic of 
Cyprus will face many difficulties. Keeping 
the peace between the Cyptiot Greek maj­
ority of 400,000 and the Turkish minority 
of 100,000 will not be easy. Even in normal 
times the two communities had little to do 
with each other and had no sense of possess­
ing a common nationality. The violence of 
the last four years has left a deep bitterness 
between them, which will be slow to heal, 
and which may produce fresh trouble in the 
future. 'Fhc situation is made much more 
dangerous by the fact that extremists of both 
races count on sympathy and support among 
their compatriots in Greece and Turkey. The 
stationing of Greek and Turkish troops on 
the island may discourage revolutionary out­
breaks, but it will also create the danger of 
a clash between the two garrisoning forces 
themselves.
Despite these difficulties, independence is 
probably the only practicable solution, and 
as such it will be welcomed tliroughout the 
West. The virtual civil war in Cyprus has 
not only taken many lives and involved Bri­
tain in a costly, distasteful and apparently 
endless campaign of suppression; it has em­
broiled Greece and Turkey and seriously 
weakened the North Atlantic Treaty Organ­
ization. It cannot be ended too quickly.
^ h n
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O H A W A  REPORT
Twin Cities' 
M.P.S Fight
D A V IE  A N D  G O L IA T H  -  R EVISED  V E R S IO N
«
: G overnm ent Has Responsibility
One of the undiscussed but real reasons 
behind the C.P.R. announcement of its plans 
to suspend its winter ferry service by steam­
er from Vancouver to Victoria is the pros­
pect of provincial government ferry compe­
tition, the ships for which are now being 
built.
The provincial government has demand­
ed that the CPR be compelled by Ottawa to 
continue its service as a moral obligation. In 
making this demand the provincial govern­
ment overlooks that it itself overlooked its
own moral obligation not to go into compe 
tilion with a private operation, using public 
funds and dividing a traffic which was al 
ready too slight to be profitable except for 
a few summer months.
With the provincial government provid 
ing service, it is difficult to see why the pri­
vate company should^be compelled to carry 
on with what even now is a loss operation 
and which will become more so when the 
provincial public-owned rservice is in opera­
tion.
English School C hildren Seek
C a
N E U TR A L O BSERVER REPORTS:
Little Man 
But M ainly
n China Eats, 
Rice, Cabbage
By PATBICK NICHOLSON
A fine example of what a mem­
ber of parliament can achieve 
for his constituents, with a little 
imagination and drive, has just 
been demonstrated here by Hu­
bert Badanai, Liberal member 
for Fort William, and by Doug­
las Fisher, CCF member for 
Port Arthur,
The twin cities at the head of 
the Great Lakes were facing a 
serious employment problem. 
One of the major local employ­
ers is the Canadian Car Comp­
any's plant in Fort William, 
which employs now around 800 
workens. Perhaps three quarters 
of these live in Fort William, 
and the rest In Port Arthur. So 
when there was talk that the 
plant might be closed down, con­
sternation was felt in both the 
lakehead cities.
At present Canadian Car is 
making buses and tractor trail­
ers. Contracts now in hand will 
be finished by the late summer 
of this year. It was assumed that 
there would be no more work for 
the Fort William plant, and the 
company proposed to merge all 
its operations in its Montreal 
plant.
At that sta^e, the energetic MP 
Doug Fisher began to organize 
a high-level "March on Ottawa”. 
Last month they arrived: MPs, 
MLAs, mayors, union leaders 
and representatives of various 
groups in the cities. They were 
received by Hon. Howard Green 
as acting Prime Minister, who 
sympathetically listened to their 
story.
GOVEKNMENT STEPS IN 
It did not seem out of place to 
socialist Fisher to dump the 
problem into the lap of Big Gov­
ernment. It is part of the mod­
ern heresy to which his party 
subscribes that the federal gov­
ernment Is responsible for hand­
ling every woe—and alleviating 
every woe—to which any citizen 
may fall heir in these days of 
the welfare state. That Is a nice
Editor’s note: This is another 
in a series on .Red China writ­
ten exclusively for The Asso­
ciated Press by an Indian pop­
ulation expert after extensive 
travel there.
By Dr. Siipati Chandrasekhar
Copyright, 1959,
By The Associated Press
It is natural that in any under 
develcgjed country the problem of 
agriculture and f o o d  supply 
should assume paramount im­
portance. This is particularly 
true in China where famine has 
stalked the land from time im­
memorial and grain has been 
imported since 1721.
During the last 100 years there 
has been a constant ■ state of
wars, poliUcal unrest, economic I ago, the problem has been solved little thought, even
dislocation and recurring famine, today from the QuantitaUve point J the on^
China has not known peace all of view. No one starves in China rouble fed
over the country for even two now. Though the common ^ ^ a n ^ a l Kovernm^^
_nact Hnno nnf aoi meat nr fruit. everv-^*“® WlinOUl a DOUOm—11 IS OHiy
century.
CHRONIC SHORTAGE
About 25 years ago , when 
China, in the throes of wide­
spread famine, appealed to the 
International Red Cross, the Red 
Cross declined help on the ground 
toat it was designed to meet na­
tional emergencies but that fam­
ine in China was not an emer­
gency but a chronic state of af­
fairs.
What have the Communists 
done to solve the food problem?
While there was some shortage 
of food and famine three years
By McIntyre Hood 
Special to The Daily Courier
LONDON — English eshool 
children arc avid for information 
:_about Canada. This I learned in 
an afternoon spent in an English 
elementary school, talking to a 
group of some 125 ten and ll-year 
olds. I was there by invitation of 
one of their teachers, who is 
conducting a course of lessons on 
Canada, and gave me the oppor-
demonstrated by the tj-pe ofipacity they show for absorbing 
questions they asked, dealing | higher education, 
with Canada’s climate, resources, I We discussed the problems of 
production, and extent. There| what is known in Canada as "the
SCENE IN PASSING
BY “WAYFARER”
body gets'at least a bowl of rice|«je /Rstributor of the sum total 
nnd come cabbaee of the taxes which it is forced to
This is saying a great
when you remember that China’s Williamites and the Port
population today is about ^ ~that is getting away from
’ ■ bobcats. Mr. Howard Green
FOUR STAGES | having listened with a sympa-
Any satisfactory solution of the 
food problem in Asian countries 
implies revolutionary changes in 
land ownership and methods of 
cultivation. The Chinese Commu­
nists have effected, by and lar^e 
s u c c e s s f u l l y ,  such drastic 
changes. Their agrarian reforms 
have passed through four distinct 
changes between 1949 and 1958 
The first two were the wiping
was particular interest in the far 
north and the Northwest Terri­
tories, and, of course, in the func­
tions of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police in the modern 
world. It seemed as if these 
youngsters just could not get 
enough news of Canada, or infor­
mation about it. Their teacher
tunity of giving- his pupils _as j,jjd done an excellent job in corn- 
much first-hand information piu^g ^ large exhibit of pictures 
about the country as could beUnd booklets and other material 
crowded into the time available, ̂ j^ich formed the basis of their 
And there was not hardly enough regular classroom work regard- 
time to answer all the questions h^g Canada, 
they had to ask. After the j h(,d a long talk with the
was dismissed, I was surroundedUj^admaster, R. G. Dawe, while 
In the school corridor by a crowd school, and it seems that
of boys wanting to continue the Qj,nada was cho.sen for study this 
question period. term because "It Is probably the
IN NEW COMMUNITY exciting country in the
The school in which I j learned
experience ^  a. now • c o m - i n t e r e s t i n g  things about the
Junior Cltv System of education in England.
co„t»ttou, ll-plu» com m a:—V OA ,«n.rvo nf I.Anrffm Anc uiuciuiims ii-yi a uAunuu -
about he told mo, is in some
It Is a school of some I P . .  j regarded wlUi much
♦ f u l n h r i n s t  foud'^^^ "rt'i is giving way to a 
A to second- pnsslng the children on
grades Iwforeentrn children L® ‘I*® various types of secondary 
ary on t h ^  basis of their
are „„„ classroom record throughout their
secondary years in the iunior school Tirewhich Is why the critical examln- me junior scnooi. inc
whnt form type of secondary school to which
gifted child” and I found that in 
their last year in the junior 
school, they are put in classes 
according to their ability and ed­
ucational development. In this 
particular school, for instance, 
there are four classes in the 
highest grade, known as "A”, 
"B", "C". ,"D’’. The more bril­
liant pupils are in Grade "A” , 
and are given a greatly enriched 
course compared with those in 
the lower grades. Grade "B" is 
not given as advanced work as 
"A" but more advanced than "C” 
and son oh. Mr. Dawe felt that 
this was the .soundest method of 
challenging the ability and ambi­
tion of the brighter pupils.
Visiting that school was a 
worth-while experience. It seem­
ed to rne that thhe Children were 
ready for secondary school at a 
lower ago than in 'Canada by 
about two years, on the average, 
and that the foundations laid for 
higher education arc very thor­
ough.
But the bright young faces I 
saw in front of me were very 
much like those which I have 
.seen In many Canadian clas.s- 
rooms, the fnccf! of young people 
with their future ahead of them, 
and preparing a.s best they knowAVinn ufhtnh ripoides ‘ P® i hc ani n i l ni n|n a i  
S  ScondarJ “ d L S to n  it <■" Im- the lumre,
takq Is known ns the U-plus ex- 
nmlontlon.
•rite school ItecU is very much I 
like the more modern schotds ■ 
being built In Canada, but the t 
clBSsrooms seemed, smaller, the ‘ 
ceilings lower and the corridors 
narrower than In the case In new 
schools seen In Ontario. It Is, 
hoWever. well equipped, with a 
spacious assembly hall, a dining 
room ip which meals arc served 
to the children at the noon recess, 
and a fine kitchen In which the 
meals are cooked. I can testify 
to the quality of the moahs served, 
os I had an excellent lunch -  
exactly Ute same ns served to the 
children, with the headmaster. t)t| 
principal ns,we wo\ild call him, 
and two of his teachcr.si, one of 
Whom had siient a year In Can-| 
ada,
The group of some 125 children I 
to whom 1 talked about Canada 
were In tire highest grade of the 
BChool. doing their final year be­
fore going on to pome form of 
higher education. They formed. 1 
was told, a tyidcal cross-section 
of children from the various tyjies 
of homes In the city. There arc no 
private schools In Wolwyn Garden 
City. BO all of the children go to 
the stale aehools. U was n bright 
and Intelligent group. It
was more than Interesting to nolo 
looiba, of keen Interest nnd nt-j
tenllon ,o'n heir faces n» I, wHhj str Hugh Foot, governor of 
iho use oCn largo map, took them I HrltlNh-ruled Cyprus, gets as- 
on a  Journey across Canada ^ m |  si»i out of flying suit on arrival 
Newfoundland to British Colum- at London airport to attend 
Wa. ; I , I British cabinet discussion on
in trtt keen Interest Woa, further i indeiwndcneo plan for cmbal-
At a recent conference in Tor­
onto, experts were agreed that 
most North American cities, 
both large and small, had grown 
up in an undesirably sprawling 
manner. The reasons behind the 
haphazard growth wwere consid­
ered to be d )  Lack of imagina­
tion in planning. (2) Uncertainty 
on the part of the public as to 
what it wants.
It is safe to say that here in 
Kelowna we have no wish to 
sprawl haphazardly during our 
growing-up period—and to this 
end planning has been done, not 
only with imagination, but with 
expert advice. The matter of 
public uncertainty must bo con­
sidered however.
There are many people living 
both in and beyond the city 
boundaries who are at the pre­
sent most .uncertain. All of us 
require a knowledge of more than 
just the "bare bones’,’ of the 
Oberlnnder Report. We are 
pleased to hear that the city 
council has decided it la time 
they provided all the necessary 
information and gave us their 
full plan for expansion of the 
city limits.
Furthermore we are quite cer­
tain thl.*! newspaper will co-oper­
ate to the fullest extent by pub­
lishing arguments both pro nnd 
con from all sections, groups nnd 
interested persons. The material 
thus reaching the public will ef­
fectively prevent the second pit­
fall mentioned above, in that wo 
the public will then bo fully In­
formed, nnd given time wo will 
KNOW whnt we want.
thetic car to the deputation from 
the lakehead .later came up 
with whnt may be an exceUenl 
life-saver. The government, he 
said, has given the Canadian Cat id 
Comp>any in.strucUons to push ^ ' 
ahead with further development 
of the amphibious tracked per­
sonnel carrier called ’’The ^ b -  v 
cat” . 4
Apparently this vehicle offers 
Viromise of being an effective 
defence weajxin, and the federal 
government is prepared to con­
sider placing a substantial order 
for it. So too may other govern­
ments. It will be some months 
yet before the Bobcat has been 
fully tested and made ready for 
mass production; there may 
therefore be an employment gap ^  
when Canadian Car finishes its 
present contracts. But the sug­
gestion is that the government 
will give the company a big 
order, which will provide labor 
for even more workers than at 
present, at the lakehead plant.
WHAT NEXT?
Mr. Badanai tells mo that the - 
plant employed 6.000 workers 
during wartime, making frames 
for military aircraft. If Canada 
should ever again have a consid­
erable aircraft industry, the 
Fort William plant could become 
ten times ns busy as today, mak­
ing aircraft components.
Meanwhile Mr. Badanai is 
thinking rather in terms of beat­
ing swords into ploughshares. 
Massey - Ferguson might take 
over the plant, nnd manufacture 
In It agricultural Implements 
whjch Canada could then give 
to our Colombo Plan beneficiar­
ies, instead of our present gifts 
of cash and wheat.
Or perhaps Massey-Ferguson 
might purchase manufacturing 
rights from the big Perkins Die­
sel motor works in Britain—the 
largest of its kind in Europe— 
and make diesel motors in the 
Fort William plant: if not tran­
splant Perkins to the lakehead. 
Mr. Badanai, who hcli^cd lead 
"The March” , is now working on 
this.
Thus while around 22 per cent 
of the labor force at the lake- 
head is currently out of work, 
and several hundred more sense 
their jobs as threatened, the in­
itiative of the two local MPs may 
bring temporary alleviation 
thanks to action by the govern­
ment, and further may foster 
long-term employment prospects 





Debate still goes on regarding 
the recent visit of Russia’s Mr. 
Mikoyan. There are those who 
stoutly maintain that the Russian 
bear wishes to be friendly. They 
may be right but we can’t help 
thinking that even an embrace 
from a friendly bear can be quite 
fatal!
In our ignorance we had be­
lieved that a maximum 48 hours 
of work per week was effectively 
governed by legislation across 
Canada, with the exception of 
the province of Quebec. It comes 
as a shock to learn that lumber 
workers in Newfoundland have 
been working 60 hours per week! 
No wonder they want their hours 
of work reduced and the rate of 
pay Increased! With, the low 
hourly rate of $1.05, they are 
probably the lowest paid, longest 
worked industrial labor force in 
Canada. It is no credit to either 
the employing companies or 
Premier "Joey” Smallwood that 
the provincial conciliation board 
award of reduction of hours (to 
54), and increase in hourly rate 
(to $1.22) Is being ignored by 
both the employers and the gov­
ernment.
If Mr. Hlghfleld of Ladysmith 
thinks he con expunge the word 
"Hallowe'en” from the English 
language, even with assistance 
from Kelowna and elsewhere, 
he’s doomed to disappointment. 
He wants to make It a ’’bad 
word,” May we remind him that 
bad words In the English lang­
uage have unfortunately come 
down through the centuries with 
loss change or loss than the 
good one.s!
, . ,  ̂ , I OTTAWA (CP) — The United
out of the States, in devising new oil im-
der which an estimated 2;000,000 j.|. j.yj.̂ jg jg attempting to take
landlords were exerted—then a account” of the iniportance 
stage of land distribution to the I  ̂ Canadian economy,
landless peasants. . . .  .la  Canadian - American business
h®wevf, was Allowed conference has been told, 
by the third stage, a switch to 
collectivization But because of a world oU sur-couectivizauon. i and U.S. relations with other
ORGANIZED QUICKLY suppliers, the situation is ’’deli-
From a modest beginning 'of cate and difficult,” added Willis 
only 300 agricultural producer co- c. Aritistrong, U.S. embassy com 
operatives in 1952 the number mercial counsellor, as he de­
rose to 14,000 in 1953 and to 600,- 
000 in 1954. By the spring of 1956, 
China could boast of 1,300,000 ag­
ricultural CO - operatives. This 
meant that only a small number 
of the 500,000,000 peasants were 
outside the co-operatives,
One can only imagine the regi­
mentation and effort involved in 
this reorganization. With this col­
lectivization the state took away 
the land which it had so cere­
moniously distributed to the pea­
sants only a few years earlier.
While collective ownership and 
co - operative farming increased 
the yield, China was not yet out 
of the woods from the point of 
view of food supply.
Therefore the fourth and pres 
ont stage — the people’s com­
munes, which were causing such 
heart - searching during the last 
few dny.s that 1 was in China.
fended American trade policies 
against Canadian criticism in a 
special one-day conference spon­
sored by the chambers of com 
merce of the two countries.
EASIER ON FEET 
IPSWICH, Eng. (CP)—Pebbly 
benches along the Suffolk coast 
which caused bathers to hobble 
painfully have disappeared. A 
persistent northeast wind sent 
tides swooping the benches into 
smooth stretches of snhd.
CUBAN CROP
World’s largest cane sugar pro­
ducer, Cuba has more than 2,000,- 
000 acres devoted to this crop.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
T O  C Y P R U S  PEACE M E E T IN G
tied Mediterranean Lslond. 
Plan, agreed U|X)n by Turkish 
and Greek ,prime> ,ministers, 
calls for a republic of Cyprus 
with Britain retaining ' sover­
eignty. ; tCP photo)
10 YEARS AGO 
February, 1949
Broken, floiHthg icc IB moking 
It iipposslblo to guarantee a 
schedule for the Kclownn-Wcst- 
bnnk ferry, a public works spok­
esman disclosed. "W o ’re getting 
everyone across, but there has 
been some delay,” - said L. E. 
WIlIls, acting assistant district 
engineer.
R. 0 . Rutherford, past presi­
dent of Gyro International and 
president of the Kelowna club In 
1029, wa.s principal speaker at 
the silver anniversary dinner of 
the Kelowna Gyro club.
20 YEARS AGO 
February, 1939
Bi'cnda Mciklo is champion wo­
man skier of the Okanagan Val­
ley, following the valley chanuH 
lonshlp meet held at Birnto 
Range t^hreo miles south of Ver­
non, by the Silver Stor Ski Club, 
of Vernon,______
CARS IN SWEDEN
Swedlsh-toade cars made up 20 
lh*r cent ot the RT.OOO now motor­
cars sold In Sweden in 1938.
30 YEARS AGO 
February, 1929
Mr. Maicintbsh, of Edmonton, 
fox farmer, has been a visitor In 
town during the past week look­
ing over the district with a view 
to establishing a ranch here.
40 YEARS AGO 
February, 1919
At the monthly meeting of the 
board of trade a resolution was 
approved asking for the comple­
tion of tho road between Mc­
Culloch and Carmi,, nnd asked 
that tho money bo set aside to 
have the work performed with­
out delay, 'copies to bo sent to 
tlio minister of public works, Mr. 
J. W, Jones, to the provincial 
members for North Okahagnn 
and Greenwood, and lo all the
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HOPES FOR SUCCESS
"We hope wo can succeed,” he 
said, apparently referring to the 
possibility of special American 
import concessions on Canadian 
oil, but he added:
"We know that whatever solu 
tlon may be deyised Is likely to 
be rather unsatisfactory to a good 
many people, both at home nnd 
abroad."
Mr. Armstrong referred to vol­
untary oil import curbs In the 
U.S. which will bo replaced by 
some other form of controls Feb. 
28.
Deputy trade minister John 
English said Canada has been 
hurt not only by the American 
oil import curbs but also by Am­
erican restrictions on lend nnd 
zinc,
"Trade barriers of this kind put 
back the clock and deny to both 
our countries the fruits of eco­
nomic progress," ho added ns he 
enlied for freer access tq XJ.S. 
markets. •
DON'T DISCRIMINATE
Mr. Armstrong, In dealing with 
American policy, maintained that 
oil from Alberta and SnskntchO' 
wan was treated Just ns well as 
oil from Texas.
"Tho Texans aren’t happy ct 
thcr. n»e problem of both Cana- 
dlan nnd U.S. oil Is that It must 
compete with cheap oil from 
Asia nnd tho Middle East 
"A collapso of controls over 
U.S. Imports would mean a col­
lapse of the price structure nnd 
far more problems for the Cana 
dinn producer than ho now has.'
As for lend nnd zinc, tho U.S 
had tried for five years to fin'd
out imposing compulsory ifnpoft 
controls. This was done .only af­
ter an international conference of 
suppliers and consumers had 
failed to reach agreement on a 
temporary restriction of produc­
tion.
TEMFORARY MEASURE
“We regard this as temporary 
and we shall be interested in a 
cooperative means of,finding a 
solution for the problem which is 
world-wide in scope,” he said, 
Aside from these problems, the 
U.S. was seeking to expand trado 
through negotiating tariff reduc­
tions, Mr. Armstrong said.
Mr. English, in his prepared 
speech, said Canada's trade def­
icit with the U.S. was reduced to 
$750,000,000 last year from II,- 
000,000,000 in 1957. The 1958 defi­
cit was s t i l l ,  however, ’^mueh 
cause for concern." The reduc­
tion in tho deficit came not 
through increased Canadian ex­
ports but through reduced Im­
ports from the U.S.
“ Thus, it docs not bring u.s 
much closer to a genuine and 
lasting solution of the problem 
. . .'The existence of this trade 
deficit is n challenge to Cana­
dian exporters but their succosa 
in responding to it d e p e n d s  
largely on obtaining freer access 
to the American market.”
some way of helping a hard 
pressed domestic Industry wlUv
LANGUAGE EXPERT
Dr. Alexander Murray, famous 
Scottish professor of Oriental laiv 
gunges who died In 1813, started 
life ns n shepherd boy.
...... .
B eh ln id * * th e -B ar
hearingaid
boards of trade in cities In the
districts referred to. * ?„r,‘r ?  o? S f c y  service^ is
maintained, rates ns nl»w .
By mail, in B.C.. $9.00 per 
year; $3.50 for fl months; 12.00 
for 3, months. Outside B.C. and 
U.S.A., $15.00 per year; $7.5() for 
6 months; $3.75 fo» 3 months; 
•Ingle copy Bales price, 5 centa.
60 YEARS AGO 
Febmary, 1909
Mr, E. R. Bailey has sdld the 
old i»at office building to Mes­
srs. D. W. Crowley & Co., the 
consideration being about $100 a 
fool.
ROMAN OEIOIN
’The words palnco and pninlln 
come from Palatine Hill In Romo 




According to . your faith be it 
done unto you.—MatUiew 0:29.
You con do whnt you Udnk you 
can ^ 0. I
"”13? Mr
N o  o u rp h o n o  In  • n r l  O n ly  
v la lb le ,  w lr « d  t u b *  oonduoto  
• o u n d  to  a a rm o ld ^ ln  • * r .
T IN Y  Z H N IT H
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, o/to Ounco
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...S-YSM 0«r>u« Phi 1,
Kelowna Opitcal Co
1435 EIIIb Bt„ I'bone 2087
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MERCHANTS' BUREAU APPOINTS 
1959 COMMIHEE CHAIRMEN
Kelowna Retail Merchants Bureau has elected its gov­
erning executive for the coming term. (John Dyck is R^IB 
chairman and Fred Heatley the secretary.)
The 10-man executive includes: Dave Kinney, mem­
bership chairman; Harold Long, outside promotion; Wil­
liam Mosdell, in-town promotion; “Jock” Murray, canvass 
control; George Mcnzics, garage and service station liai­
son; Mrs. Irene Summers, attendance; B. W. Johnson, 
public relations; Felix Sutton, hotel and restaurant liaison; 
Ron Gurney, sales training and merchandising, and Frank 
Yeoman, legislative chairman.
The next general meeting will be held Wednesday, 
March 18, at 2 p.m. in the board room.
The Daily Courier
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Over 4 ,000  Entries 
For Music Festival
FROM SALMON ARM TO NEW ZEALAND
It’s full speed ahead (or these 
three young British Columbians 
who are sailing to New Zealand 
aboard 29,000-ton Orsova. Win­
ners of Rotary overseas travel 
awards, they are, left to right: 
George Anderson of Chemainus, 
Denis Marshall of Salmon Arm
and James Hood of Nelson. 
Demonstiating ship's telegraph 
is Staff Cmdr. E. V. Harris, 
RD. RNR.
HANEY OFFICER QUOTED:
Kelowna Offenders Could Fill Wing 
In Juvenile Correctional Institute
VERNON—There will be more 
than 4,000 participants in 270 
classes in the thirty-third Okan­
agan Valley Music Festival to 
be held in Vernon April 27 to 
May 2, according to James II, 
Wells, president of Vernon branch 
of the OVMF Association.
Many of these individuals will 
be accompanied by relatives or 
friends, and the whole affair 
should focus much attention on 
Vernon, as well as boosting busi­
ness, Mr. Wells said.
He was supported by W. L 
Seaton Sr., association treasurer, 
in asking the city for a grant to 
help towards expenses. In 1956 
when the festival was last held 
in Vernon, the city made a grant 
of $400. That the festival associa­
tion can expect a grant at least to 
equal that of 1956, was indicated
Royal Commission W ill Probe 
Difference in Power Rates
By W. BEAVER-JONES 
(Courier SUff Writer)
iced by West Kootenay, the net 
profit of the city-owned distribu-
C h r , , r r ,  P f t v a l  1 s.vstcm 111 1957 w as $206,078.TTie Shrum Royal p^j. ^f the total reve-
the electrical system.
This Is the first of a series this problem." He said because
of articles dealing with 'the 
problem of Juvenile delinquency 
In this area. Two main quest­
ions will be discussed: the pro­
posed child guidance clinic In 
this district and the suggestion 
that a Juvenile detention home 
be established in the interior 
of the province.
The series consists of a 
summary of various reports 
submitted by interested groups 
including the Kelowna Youth 
Council, set up at the request of 
Mayor R. F. Parkinson in his 
19S8 inagural address. The first 
article covers observations by 
the local PTA group in re­
sponse to queries by a com­
mittee of the youth council as 
to ..the causes of delinquency 
locally.
By AL CAMPBELL 
(Daily Courier Staff Writer)
of limited publicity given to 
juvenile court cases, many people 
are not aware of the frcquqncy 
of incidents in Kelowna.
(The Canadian Juvenile Act 
prohibits the press from publish­
ing names of all offenders tried 
in juvenile court. All persons less 
than 18 years of age considered 
juveniles.)
Mayor Parkinson quoted a re­
cent statement of an officer at 
the Haney correctional institute 
saying that they could "build a 
wing” for inmates from Kelowna.
CAUSES DIVIDED
"Perhaps the real causes of 
juvenile delinquency are divided 
between parents and social pres­
sures.”
This was a conclusion reached 
by - a committee formed within 
the Kelowna Youth Council to 
study "decay within youth in Kel-
to the delegation by Acting Mayor 
Harold Down.
ADJUDICATORS NAMES
Fixed expenses include adjudi­
cators’ fees, rent, printing and 
so on. A door-take of $2,800 is ex­
pected.
Music adjudicators will be Noel 
Cox, inspector of music for the 
city of Nottingham, Eng., where 
he conducts the Nottingham Har­
monic Orchestra and the Notting­
ham Coronation Choir, and Leslie 
Woodgate, chorus master and 
conductor of Huddersfield (Eng.) 
Glee and Madrigal Society.
Dr. Pearl Reid Campbell will 
adjudicate the speech arts.
All entries must be in by March 
1. The program will be available 
early in April in music stores or 
from the festival secretary. Box 
i 306, Vernon.
Iowna." The report, entitled "A Report On Social Decay,” was 
compiled by a four-member com­
mittee consisting of: Mrs. E. R. 
Felly, past president of the PTA
Junior College Proponents Ask 
For Use Of M ilita ry Camp Site
VERNON — The Interior jun­
ior college committee feels that 
If it can acquire the premises of 
Vernon Military Camp as student 
' accommodation this will swing 
the pendulum of officialdom in 
favor of the establishment of a 
Junior college in Vernon. Such a 
college would provide the first 
two years’ university tuition.
A meeting of representatives of 
Penticton, Kelowna and Vernon 
city councils and boards of trade, 
directed; Vernon Board of Trade 
to investigate the availability of 
the Vernon Military Camp as a 
possible site for the college.
Tlie trade board is contacting 
Brigadier Bishop, who will nii- 
proach his superiors regarding 
the camp, which, it is felt, would
house 800 students.
MORE COSTLY
While Dr Norman McKenzie, 
president of the University of 
British Columbia, told Les Mac- 
Lean, promotion chairman for 
the Interior junior college, that 
he favors de-centralization, an 
Interior college will cost the uni­
versity more per capita: but the 
advantages to students and their 
families are manifold.
The project has the backing of 
boards of trade and city councils 
from Dawson Creek to the bor­
der. L. Hugh Shantz,. MLA, is 
chairman of the Interior junior 
college fcommittee, with George 
Falconer, secretary. Also on it 
are Mr. McLean, Alderman Fred 
August and Harold Thorlakson.
in Kelowna; Mrs. Bert Johnston, 
high school counsellor: Rev. F. B. 
Bunger, repre.senting the Kelowna 
and District Ministerial Associa­
tion, and Hal Odium, junior high 
counsellor.
The group sent out letters to 
police, school, medical and wcl-  ̂
fare departments and two quest-1 
ionaires were circulated, one to 
pupils and one for the PTA.
PTA QUESTIONNAIRE 
Some 42 adults commented. 
They expressed concern over the 
following items as being com­
mon forms of misbehaviour in 
youth and trends toward delin­
quency:
Habits: Swearing, smoking and 
drinking were most frequently 
mentioned. Lying was alos. listed.
Theft: Petty thievery was con­
sidered to be fairly prevalent, 
with shop lifting being mention­
ed as a matter of considerable 
frequency.
Cars: Poor driving habits such 
as fast and reckless driving were 
considered to be “too common.” 
"Obedience seems to be out-of- 
date," the report continues, with- 
the complaint of the tendency to 
“act smart.” The committee here 
blames the arrogance of youth 
and its efforts to impress its 
peers.
HOME BLAMED
The PTA, in considering causes, 
was severely self-critical. The 
home and parents were blamed 
most frequently, with poor adult 
example thought to be a leading 
example. The following parental 
failures were suggested by those 
answering the questionnaire.
Lack of interest in the child by 
parents: failure of parents to 
understand or accept their re 
sponsibility; parents interest 
"the dollar and the luxuries 
easy living;” failure of parents 
to teach mariners: lack of par 
cntal censorship of movies and 
literature; too much freedom 
given to children being out at 
night.’
Finally one parent generalized 
that "our trouble is that frust­
rated parents are developing 
frustrated children.” .
"Book Of The M onth" 
Comedy W orth Seeing
-'u
Worth seeing, if you enjoy com­
edy. This would be my comment 
after seeing Wednesday night’s 
performance of "Book of the 
Month” which will be presented 
again by Okanagan Mission Play­
ers at the Empress tonight.
The play, being produced in 
Canada for the first time, is a 
somewhat complicated thing 
with each character playing a 
dual role — himself and the char­
acter in a luook written by the 
daughter of the house.
It is the type of play which is 
either put over successfully or 
falls very, very flat on its face; 
there is no halfway performance. 
Happily, the Mission players did 
put it over on Wednesday night.
The first scene dragged badly 
but action certainly picked up 
I'rom there on. The dialogue was 
clever and provoked many laughs 
from the audience. However, it 
should be said, if one resents 
complete frankness, they’d better 
stay away because this play is as 
broad”, as uninhibited as they 
come.
To put the play across the 
footlights, the cast has to be 
good. Both director and cast dis­
played courage and confidence in 
.undertaking this play. Both were 
warranted. Much could be said 
about the various members of 
the cast and for the most part, 
the remarks would be compli­
mentary. However, the weak 
spot, it seemed to me, was the 
daughter Bim, played by Ann 
Rowles. Miss Rowles, it seems 
to me, in bail this*play and 
the recent '^Reluctnat Debu­
tante” was miscast. While she 
handles her lines well, she has 
not enough natural animation to 
be effective in these parts. One 
wonders if the cast could nottiave 
been strengthened by switching 
Miss Rowles and Miss Kerr, who 
effectively played the part of the 
maid.
This minor criticism only 
means that anyone wondering 
what to do tonight could do much, 
much worse than having a good 
laugh at the Mission Players 




VERNON — The preliminary 
budget for 1959 for School District 
No. 22 (Vernon), was examined 
last week by provincial govern­
ment representatives, who have 
taken it back to Victoria for 
departmental revision. The re­
vised budget must be presented 
to Vernon city council and Gold- 
stream municipal council by 
March 15.
Kamloops’ city council Is up in 
arms regarding the indicated in­
crease in that city, up about 50 
per cent over 1958.
School board chairman S. W. 
Ferguson said that preliminary 
plans for additions to the Gold- 
stream and West Vernon Elem­
entary Schools went to Victoria 
,Feb. 11. These cal) for two 
rooms and an activity room for 
each of the two schools. The sum 
estimated last fall was $56,000 for 
each of these proposed additions.
It Is likely ten(J()rs will be 
called In March, because they 
must bo ready for occupancy in 
September, school principals havp 
told the board,
Bids will likely be called in 
March as well for a new four 
room plus activity room for Oka-- 
nngan Landing, for which stand­
ard department of
plans may be used. Estimated 
cost is $84,000 for the structure, 
with approximately $10,000 for 
furnishings and equipment. This 
is without cost of the site. This 
program was ratified by rate­




In M orning Fire
Special to The Daily Courier
VERNON — Mr. and Mrs. W 
Elaschuk, B X District, cast of 
the Armstrong road, lost virtu­
ally all their possessions in an 
early morning fire.
The couple awakened by the 
smell of smoke ,and just had time 
to dress hastily to escape being 
burned themselves. Origin of the 
blaze that destroyed the two-bed­
room modern home is not known 
Immediately.
Mr. and Mrs. Elaschuk, whose 
children arc grown up and away 
from home, are staying with 
neighbors. Mr. Elaschuk is on the 
board of directors of the Vernon 
Fruit Union.
VERNON
Gommission plans investigating 
the alleged differential between 
power rates charged by the B.G. 
Power Gommission against those 
of the West Kootenay Power and 
Light Gompany.
Assurance to this effect was 
given by Dr. G. M. Shrum at the 
conclusion of a special sitting 
held here Tuesday.
“There is real difficulty here.
I don’t know what the solution will 
be, but we will give it our earnest 
consideration,” ho remarked.
Earlier witnesses testified that 
B.G. Power Commission custom­
ers in the Westbank-Pcachland 
area are paying double Uie rates 
charged rural residents served by 
West Kootenay Power and Light.
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
Chester Haker, of Peachland, 
hammered home the point that 
the original intent of setting up, 
the government-owned power 
commi-ssion was to provide rural 
electrification. Peachland owned 
its own hydro-electric plant up 
to 1946 when the system was 
taken over by the BCPC.
"Why should Peachland be ex­
pected to bear a large cost for a 
service designed for the whole 
province?” he asked. The muni­
cipal clerk was presenting a 
brief on behalf of Reeve Ivor 
Jackson, of Peachland.
In answer to an earlier sug­
gestion from »Mrs. F. L. W. 
(ilarke, president of the Westbang 
Women’s Institute, that people 
read their own meteers, thus 
saving the cost of engaging meter 
readers, C. W. Nash, load de- 
elopment director for the BCPC 
said the men perform other serv­
ices as well.
They also keep a check on the 
physical condition of the power 
system, and when any defects are 
noted, the superintendent is in­
formed, he said. ’
Mr. Nash also refuted a charge 
made earlier by D. K. Penfold, 
of Peachland, that the company 
had to build a radio transmission 
system three times before it 
achieved success. He explained 
the three systems were construct­
ed specifically for individual op­
erations. The witness was unable 
to comment on another charge by 
Mr. Penfold that that line con­
struction costs in the Slocan area 
were 60 per cent higher that 
those of ^^^PL. Without knowing 
facts and figures, Mr. ash said 
he could not argue the point.
Mr. Penfold had claimed that 
it was more clostly to build a 
power line over mountain terrain 
than .via the highway. He too, 
how le r, admitted to Dr. Shrum 
that he had no figures to back up 
his statement.
COMPARES RATES 
Vernon’s city solicitor Neil 
Davidson, also charged residents 
of the North Okanagan city are 
carrying an “unfairly high por­
tion” of the cost of electricity 
provided by the BGPG. He com­
pared rates and electricity reve­
nues in Vernon and other Okan­
agan cities.
He cited an example where a 
ome using 600 KWH a month in 
ernon will have to pay 43 per 
cent more than in the City of Kel­
owna and 22 per cent more than 
in Penticton. In Kelowna, serv-
nue of
Penticton’s net profit from its 
city-owned distribution system 
was $244,217 or 43 per cent.
Mr. Davidson suggested that 
one of the solutions would be for 
a provincial subsidy to support 
rural electrification and that the 
B.G. Power Commission purchase 
or expropriate the Victoria sys­
tem, operated by the B.G. Elec­
tric.
Supporting the latter argument, 
Mr. Davidson said the BCPC 
serves 75,280 customers in B.G. 
with 4,650 miles of line, having a 
saturation of 16.2 customers per 
milc.Vancouver Island is serviced 
by BCPC except Victoria, but 
B.C.’s capital city, served by 
B.G. Electric, has 46,853 custom­
ers (in 1955) served by 732 miles 
of line having a saturation of 64 
customers per mile.
”If the B.G. Electric service 
area on Vancouver Island were 
added to the areas now served
by the B.G. Power Commission 
—the new totals for the BCPC 
would become 122,133 customers 
served by 5.382 miles of line snd 
the BCPC saturation would ln« 
crease from 16.2 to 22.6, an im­
provement of 40 per cent,” hi 
declared.
Dr. Shrum referred to the briel 
constructive.” but didn’t In-as
dicate whether he favored th« 
commission taking over the BCE 
system in Victoria.
In conclusion, Mr. Davidson 
said the present method of shar­
ing rural electrification costs 
among the communities” . , . 
places an inequitable financial 
burden on jxjwcr commission 
service areas, such as Vernon 
and the North Okanagan power 
district.”
TAKE OVER SYSTEM
D. K. Penfold, who submitted « 
personal brief, thought the BCPC 
should either reduce Its rates to 
Peachland-Wcstbank residents to 
the level of those charged by 
WKPL in Okanagan Mission and 
the Kelowna area, or sell out to 
Sec POWER — Pare 10
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WAGES CAUSE DEFICIT 
TRAIL (CP) -  Wages of $549,- 
000 were given ns one reason for 
a $30,000 deficit in 1958 operations 
rit the Trnll-Tadennc hospital by 
Administrator Douglas Steven­
son. Ho said wages were $24,000 
higher than B.C, Hospital Insur- 
cducation' nnce Service provisions.
Special Mercy Flight Takes 
logger To Vancouver
CASTLEGAR — A 20-ycar-old 
New Denver logger, suffbring 
from a fractured skull and pos­
sible brain damage, wos picked 
up hero Wednesday afternoon 
and flown to Vancouver on board 
an unchcdulcd Canadian Pacific 
Air Lines mercy flight.
B. Morrison, stnick by a fall­
ing tree Feb, 10 while working 
near New Denver, shared the 46- 
passenger Convnir with the flight 
crow, his mother and n nurse.
The oircraft, chartered by , the 
Workmen’s Compensation Board,
loft Vancouver In mid-afternoon 
and Tyns back early in the oven 
Ing.
Morrison, who had been under 
the cure of a New Denver physl 
cinn, could not be moved until 
Tuesday. Wednesday afternoon 
nn ambulance took him to Castlc- 
gnr where ho wns taken on tho 
plane on n stretcher.
From Vancouver’s nlrixirt nt 
Sen Island Morrison was taken 
by ambulance to tho Vancouver 
General Hospital for moro'spc 
dallzcd treatment.
t ■* ■■“"(
ROSSIAND GIRLS BEST IN  CANADIAN SLALOM
captured tho doi^nhlU event, 
won nipine comblricd title for 
second year in succession.
' ' photo.)
S.andy O.nl)oriie. l.S, (IcfU and 
V;ii;idK"th'(»U'cae. 17. l>olh froiiv 
Red MovmUiiit SKI (-lab of 
Jtossland, lied (or lust place in
slalom event of Canadian Jun­
ior Ski Chnmpl6nKhtp.s at Col- 
linguwd. Onl., earlier this 
week. Mis* Greqno, who also
Fulfill Yolfr Dreams
Visit Europe this year
The Acro|X)Ils and tho Parthenon may 
L>e your target . . . wherever your des­
tination In Euro|)e leave all tho details
to us.
Kelowna Travel Service
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OYAMA — A meeting of dircc 
tors of tho Oyama Fire and 
Emergecny Society learned that 
although the first cheque from 
Victoria had arrived early in Jan­
uary, it was for 1958 expenses 
and was nlmo.st gone, and that 
steps must be taken to get the 
1959 budget approved as soon os 
possible.
Interpretation of tlic Municipal 
Act In relation to local areas was 
still quite vague and In nn effort 
to clear np many points concern­
ing the budget nnd bookkeeping. 
It wns decided to write Victoria 
n letter containing all tho ques­
tions In point nnd also request a 
visit from a member of their staff 
as soon ns It >cnn be arranged.
An accident linblllty policy, has 
jocn purchased to cover nil fire­
men while attending fires nnd 
practices, hut the purchase of 
additional equipment for the 
brigade had to be iwstponed 
pending approval of the 1050 bud­
get.
Now brewed in 
B.C. from an 
authentic Pilsener 
recipe from Pilsen 
Czechoslovakia
Brewed with 
special strain of 
genuine'’ European 
Pilsener Yedst
Jrtt Aomc dtUttry: phont
2 2 2 4
V-231 Thli odvorflwmeni li nol publlghod or dlip|ay«d by ih* Uquor 
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When Packers’ team captain, 
Jim  Middleton, accepted the 
Becker Trophy last year. It 
was tluK start of a long trail of 
play-offs that didn’t wind up
until It was baseball time. Last 
night, the big left winger, above 
.accepted the trophy again, 
this time from league president 
Bill Nicholson. After the pre­
sentation. the Packers went on 
to trim the Penticton V’s, 7-2 
in the first game of their bost- 
of-seven semi final series.
O w en Suffers
D e fe a t
Last night was reminiscent of 
a night in May.
The principal figure In the 
drama was a bulky fellow on 
skates, and the unhappy victims 
were the green-shlrted Pentic­
ton V’s, as the Packers waxed 
them, 7-2, in the opening game of 
their best-of-seven semi-finals.
The fellow who did the deed 
by turning a hat-trick in 55 hec­
tic seconds was Russ Kowal- 
chuk, wearing the big apple of 
the Kelowna Packers. On that 
day in May, he sunk the hopes 
of those same Packers deeper 
than Loch Ness when he rammed 
in a hat-trick while wearing the 
livery of the Belleville McFar­
lands. Same script, different 
costume.
The Packers’ "Beef Line’’ roas­
ted the V’s Into submission, with 
Gerry Coyer firing two goals 
from his centre spot, Kowalchuk 
whizzing in his hat-trick, and 
Greg Jablonskl picking up an 
assist and giving a full account 
of himself on the port side.
LOT OF RUBBER
Up till the time when Kowal­
chuk lifted them out of their 
seats in the third frame, the 
game was a desultory one, with 
the Packers pouring a lot of 
rubber at the determined figure 
of Don Moog in the Penticton 
nets, and the V’s failing to arouse 
much offensive power.
Tic Beatty and Don Slater 
were the V’s only marksmen
supplying most of .the sting on 
offence. Packers other markers 
were scored by Wayne North 
and Clare Wnshinskl.
In a short cermony between 
the second and third periods, 
league president Bill Nicholson 
of Penticton presented the Beck­
er Trophy to team captain Jim 
Middleton, and the newly-donated 
Downton Trophy to goalie Dave 
Gatherum. The Becker Trophy, 
emblematic of the league title.
_ stand-in for Mayor F. B. 
Becker of Vernon, who la Ul.
The Downton teophy was pre­
sented to the league recently by 
Percy Downton, the former 
arena manager here, now man­
ager of the Civic Properties As­
sociation in Chilliwack. A for­
mer goalie, he felt goalies in 
this league were overlooked in 
the awards.
The meagre attendance, around 
WO, failed to lend a play-off air
was presented by Nicholson as to the arena, and the play in
S f io it i.
GEORGE INGllS — SPORTS EDITOR
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VICTORIA (CP)-M arg Tegart 
of Salmon Arm scored a 9-8 
victory over Thelma Owen of 
Kelowna last night in the sbeth 
round of the B.C. Women’s Curl­
ing championships, sending the 
two Okanagan rinks into the fin­
al round today with indentical 
4-1 records.
The loss was Mrs. Owen’s first 
and cut the Kelowna rink’s a t 
tempt to win the championship 
Wednesday night.
Down 9-5 after eight ends, 
Mrs, Owen counted two on the 
ninth and one on the 10th end 
but fell short when Mrs. Tegart 
made- a fine takeout shot with her 
final rock.
Mrs. Owen earlier defeated Kay 
Wright of Port Albemi, 12-10, for 
her fourth victory.
Mrs, Tegart, whose only loss 
was to Ina Hansen of Kimberley, 
had a by in the fifth draw Wed­
nesday morning and was play­
ing her first game of the day 
when she met Mrs. Owen.
Mrs, Hansen, who lost two close 
games early in the round robin 
competition, won twice Wednes­
day and still has a chance of 
finishing in a tie with Mrs. Owen 
or Mrs. Tegart for first place.
In event of a tie, the playoff 
will be held Thursday afternoon. 
Sixth round results 
Marg Tegart, Salmon Arm 9, 
Thelma Owen, Kelowna 8; Ina 
Hanse, Kimberley 10 Theo Young 
New Westminster 4; Kay Wright, 
Port Albernl 10 Joy McLennan, 
Vancouver 7.
Four Fast Goals 
Massacre Chiefs
VERNON (CP)—-Vernon Cana-1 and take a 1-0 lead in the best-of- 
dians scored four goals in the seven semi-final series of the 
periodfinal  to beat Kamloops 
Chiefs 8-3 here Wednesday night
Garden Changes Hands 
In Anti-Trust Hassle
Standings:
Thelma Owen, Kelowna 
Marg Tegart, Salinon Arm 
Ina Hanse, Kimberley 
Joy McLennan, Vancouver 
Irene Frazer, Vancouver z 3
Kay Wright, Port Albemi 2 3
Theo Young, N. Westminster 1 5
CHIPS DOWN IN SCHOOL GYM 
FOR FREIGHTERS, ROYALITES
The chips are down for Kelowna Royalites and Pen­
ticton Freightways tonight at 9 p,m. in the high school 
gym, when they meet in the clincher of the valley senior 
"B” basketball semi-finals.
Winner of the series, currently tied at one. game 
apiece, will go against Kamloops Clothiers for the Okan­
agan Mainline championship, and the right to contest the 
interior crown.
In the preliminary match, Kelowna senior “C” club 
will host the Kamloops cagers, at 7:30. /
NEW YORK (AP) — Madison 
.Square Garden officially passes 
1 out of control of James D. Norris
1 and Arthur M. Wirtz today when
2 a federal judge signs the order 
31 approving sale of the controlling
stock to the Graham-Paige Cor­
poration.
Judge Sylvester J. Ryan, who 
handed down the anti - trust de 
cree against the International 
Boxing Club of ^ e w  York and 
Illinois headed l^y Norris and 
Wirtz, approved the Garden stock 
sale Wednesday but postponed 
formal signing until today.
Norris was president and Wirtz 
treasurer of the Garden Corpor­
ation, parent organization of the 
two boxing clubs, until their re 
cent resignations. Judge Ryan 
ruled that the two boxing clubiS 
be dissolved and ordered Norris 
and Wirtz to sell their Garden 
stock. His decree was upheld by 
the United States Supreme Court.
The Graham - Paige Corpora­
tion, an Investment organization, 
will pay $3,948,300 for 219,350 
shares of Garden stock. The cor 
poration is headed by Irving Mit- 
chell Felt and Admiral John J. 
Bergen, president and board 
chairman of Graham-Paige re­
spectively.
Okanagan Senior Hockey Leag/a 
Playing-coach George Agar and 
Frank King, each with two go;|ls, 
led Vernon. Tom Stecyk, Art] 
Hart, Merv Bidowski and Walt 
Trentini scored the other goals 
for Canadians.
Chiefs’ Gerry Prince scored 
two for Kamloops with playing- 
coach Bill Hryciuk adding the 
other.
Both clubs matched strength in 
the fast, first peiod. Defenceman 
Stecyk gave the home team the 
lead at 9:40 and five minutes 
later Prince evened the score.
Vernon regained the lead at 
5:11 of the middle frame with 
goals by Hart, King and Bidow­
ski. Prince scored once for the 
Chiefs.
In the final session, Vernon 
added four goals in four minutes 
through Bidowski, King and Agar 
with a pair in 22 seconds. The 
Chiefs’ only reply came from 
Hryciuk in the closing seconds 
Vernon outshot Kamloops 42-25. 
The second gamewill be played 
at Kamloops Friday night.
the first two frames was ragged 
and desultory, with Moog being 
the hardest worked man on the 
ice.
Goyer, working extra time at 
centre in place of Bugs Jones, 
out with 'flu, triggered in the 
first one at 3:19 on a pass from 
Mike Durban, and there were 
a number of missed chances as 
the Packers timing seemed to 
be off badly.
Playing back on his own line 
at 18:18, Goyer rapped in the 
second marker on a three-way 
play with Jablonskl and Kowal 
chuk, ending the period scoriitg 
In the sandwich session, the 
Packers were forced to kill off 
nine minutes of deficit playing 
to the V’s two minutes, and 
Beatty capitalized on a neat pass 
by Lyle Willey to put them in 
the picture.
Defence man Wayne North 
sailed in for a beautiful goal at 
16:39 to set the score at 3-1 go­
ing into final frame.
Slater’s goal half-way through 
the third period semed to light a 
fire under, Kowalchuk and the 
big winger* went goal-nappy, ig­
noring line changes and other 
minor goings-on as he rapped in 
three goals in 55 seconds, one 
of them unassisted.
Centre man Wakshlnskl, also 
working extra shifts, added insult 
to injury by ramming homo 
another goal at 13:44, just 19 
seconds after Kowalchuk's last 
one, and capping the game scor­
ing.
I Summary
First period—1. Kelowna, Goy- 





. , . hasty hat-trick
Penalties — Gordichuk, 
15:46. Kowalchuk. 9:31. 4:28.
Second period 3. Penticton, 
Beatty (WiUey), 15:15. 4. Kel­
owna, North (Roche, McCallum), 
16:39. Penalties — Conway, 7:37. 
Wakshinski, 9:23. Goyer, 13:52. 
Middleton, Gordichuk, 15:25. 
Wakshinski. (major), Durston 
(minor), 16:17, McCallum, 18:59.
Third period — 5. Penticton, 
Slater (unass.), 11:40. 6. Kelow­
na, Kowa 1 c h u k (Middleton, 
Smith), 12:30. 7. Kelowna, Kow­
alchuk (unass.)), 12:39. 8. Kel­
owna, Kowalchuk (Goyer), 13:25. 
9. Kelowna, Wakshinski (Young, 
Durban). 13:44. Penalty, Dur­
ston, 2:27.
1/KNOW  YOUR PACKERS"
No Fancy Dan, "Bulldog 
Is M a d e  O f Stern Stuff
f f
By GEORGE W. INGL18 
Dally Courier Sports Editor
(This Is the ninth in the series, 
"Know Your Packers.’’)
No Fancy Dan. but a whole lot 
of man, Is Packers’ Andrew Me- 
CnUum, fondly known to his 
team-mates as "Bulldog’’.
For Mrs. McCollum’s 200-pound 
son Andy Is like the stubby can­
ine with the reputation of being 
tenacious, and he’s built along 
the same lines. He’s as relentless 
os the breed, too, when it comes 
to squelching scoring notions of 
opposlnlg forwards — and he 
blocks more rubber with that 
clipper-built frame than many 
goal tenders.
VALUABLE FLAYER 
Born in Moose Jaw, Sask, on 
May 12, 1929, Andy started down 
the long, long hockey trail as a 
junior with Brandon Wheat Kings 
for two years. Two years with 
Medicine Hat, the last one in 48- 
49, wound up his Junior career, 
and he was named most valuable 
player on his club in bis last 
ycatjhoro.
Two years of senior "A" sea­
soning, with Owen Sound and 
Chicoutimi, then Andy turned 
pro and spent part of tho year 
with Providence and the other 
half with SyfoeV*® *** Ameri­
can Hockey League.,
The following year with Chicou­
timi the newly-formed pro loop, 
Andy was on a ’’winner",, as 
they won the league champion­
ship, the year before they start­
ed the oast-west play-offs. 
llE B R IN a CHOKER LEAGUE 
Ho started tho year after that 
' with IChlcoutiml, but Terry Rcar- 
I don, who had coached l..in In 
l^v ldenco , called him U the 
M Sydney Millionaires, who was 
having their heyday in the "llcr- 
i, ring Choker U agye".
V f  In 1954, Aifdy went to W ln ^ r , 





matters any worse, cither, by Angie, was a bit harder to con 
putting him up in a motel owned 
by one of the then-executives, 
and arranging a fishing trip or
Kid Hockey Booster 
Honored in the 'Peg
Liston's Managers Want 
"O n ly Rated Fighters"
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)— It appeared to be ^reflex  action
By TOM WILLIAMS 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
WINNIPEG (CP) — A chill 
Prairie wind whipped across the 
corner-lot hockey rink in north 
Winnipeg. A gangly kid shivered 
as he waited for the youthful 
coach to decide.
Vince Leah, the coach, started 
to speak: ‘Tm  sorry, Don 
The boy burst into tears. Leah 
changed his mind and signed the 
youngster to play with his minor 
hockey team although he could 
barely stand on skates.
"He melted my soft Irish 
heart," Leah recalled Wednes 
I really shouldn’t have
failed. The kindly minister of At­
lantic Avenue United Church saw 
good potential in Vince’s burning 
love for hockey and appointed 
him coach of the church’s Sun­
day school team.
Since then Leah has managed, 
coached and advised literally 
thousands of aspiring hockey 
players between the ages of 
seven and 15. He proudly points 
out that 40 of his boys graduated, 
to professional ranks, 23 to the 
NHL.
two
There were a few times last 
winter when Andy wondered 
about the wisdom of his choice, 
as he suffered two attacks of 
’flu, then broke a toe, and played 
on it for a month when X-rnys 
failed to reveal tho break. Late 
in the season, he broke his too 
again, and during tho Allan Cup 
finals he suffered a broken check 
bone In collision with Keith 
McDonald of t h c M a c s .  In 
spite of his sicknesses and injur­
ies, Andy continued to stick it 
out, winning the admiration of 
his team-mates and causing the 
team doctor to despair.
This season when Andy show­
ed up for training camp there 
was no doubt about his intentions 
since he had his boat and bag­
gage with him, and had sold his 
house back in Brandon. His wife.
vlnce than Andy, but
m ontto ' NAME WAS EALEIOH
ft® MftrK®v strlngbean kid of that cold
CONFIDENT OP HOCI^Y afternoon in the mld-30s made 
A carpenter by trade, Andy qj jjjg {.{jg^ce. His name
has worked at house c o n s t r u c t i o n D o n  (Bones) Raleigh and he 
in Brandon during his summers, tyg National Hockey
and is working steadily at his .^hcre ho starred for bet-
trade now, figuring ^  carrying eight seasons with New
the big apple of the Packers for Rangers,
another five years, more or less, Lgajj g sports reporter
everything being equal. He has columnist for The Tribune, 
no doubt about the i»ssibility of Lgch success stories are the hlgh- 
-»nior hockey surviving here. lights of a career as the unas- 
The trip overseas? Terrlflcl Luming patron of Winnipeg minor 
Wonderful! It was an experience hockey. He has devoted his 
I’ll never forget, and one I was jeigujg yme duties ranging 
grateful to h ^ c .  from coach to longue president
Tho Allan Cup? Sure, we y, icemakor since 1927 when he 
don’t get too complacent. That s became tho 13-ycur-old mentor of 
going to bo our big problem. L  Sunday school team.
Kelowna? Andy just grins, On Saturday, Wlnnlpoggers will 
Uiinking of the wliistle ™P®> gather at the Winnipeg Arena for 
overnight hops and hectic years, yinco Leah Night honoring him 
"It’s tho most. I for 32 years of service. They will
"vir
i’' I',





bestow numerous gifts. Including 
a new car.
Lcali, a stocky man whoso re­
ceding red hair tops a broad, 
fatherly face, weather - beaten 
from countless hours perched on 
snowbanks watching his hookey 
hopofuts in action, is a little em­
barrassed by nil the fuss.
"IT’S FRIGHTENING"
I t ’s frightening," says Vince, 
whoso soft voice carries the trace 
of a brogue betraying, his Irish 
parentage. "I'm  tempted to bo 
out of town Saturday." ^
Vince wos Iwrn in Winnipeg, 
Nov. 29, 1913, He longed to ploy 
sports but childhood dlscoscs, In­
cluding polio, left him unable to 
walk until ho >vas eight.
He tried to learn to skatq but
THEY MADE IT
"Some were only up for a cup 
of coffee, of course, but they 
made it."
Besides Raleigh, graduates to 
the NHL include: Andy Bathgate, 
scoring ace of the current New 
York club; Thomson, former de­
fence star with Toronto Maple 
Leafs and Chicago Black Hawks; 
Wally Hergeshelmer, Rangers; 
and Bill Ezlnlckl, Toronto and 
Boston Bruins.
Vince rates Raleigh, Bathgate 
and Thomson his top graduates.
His best team? There was the 
midget club that won tho, 1940 
Manitoba championship and pro­
duced 11 professional players, in­
cluding goalkeeper Doug Jack- 
son, up briefly with Chicago, and 
a first line of Ezlnlckl, Pf»|p Ka- 
pusta, now with Winnipeg 'W ar­
riors in tho Western League, and 
Frank Mathers, a top American 
League defencernan who also had, 
brief flings with Toronto.
Ihen there was the Excelsior 
bontam B team of 1937-38, which 
advanced intact through tho mi­
nor system, later to become the 
"raggedy-nnn" Winnipeg Rang­
ers who upset Oshawa Generals 
in tho 1943 Momorlni Cup final. 
REMEMBERS 1042 
But “11 ll»o triumphs, Vince 
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TUESDAY MIXED LEAGUE 
Feb. 17, 1959 
Men’s High Single 
Al Manarln — 288 
Men's High Triple 
Bill McKay -  730 
Ladies High Single 
Joyce Coilvcr — 300 
Ladies High Triple 
Helen MosdcH — 615 
Team lUSl* Single 
Shamrocks — 1139 
iTenm High Triple 
Safeway — 2974
the provincial championship won 
by his midget club in 1942.
“That team didn’t have any­
thing much but desire, and we 
weren’t supposed to beat any­
one," he says.
“But we won. And they were 
so happy about it they all sat 
down and bawled in the dressing 
room afterwards. And 1 bawled 
too."
He gets a bang out of seeing 
one of his proteges make the big 
time in hockey, “‘but I’m just as 
pleased when they make a sue 
cess of careers as doctors, law­
yers, or whatever line they 
choose."
What one factor docs he seek 
in a boy?
"It can all be summed up in 
the word ’attitude’," Vince says. 
“If they haven’t got the desire, 
all the ability in the world won’t 
help."
COVERS MINOR SPORTS
Vince covers the minor sport 
beat for The Tribune, which he 
oined Juno 1, 1930.
"I don’t have to," ho soys. 
'But I think kids should be 
iclped.
Vlf you can help a youngster 
in any way you've done flic best 
chore possible on God’s earth."
While his first love Is hockey, 
his work In minor sports Isn’t 
confined to the winter.
In 1950, he established the 
first official Little League base­
ball setup outside tho United 
States. Ho also devotes time to 
high school football, Little Lea­
gue soccer, boskctball and lac 
rosso.
Vince is married and has a 16- 
year-old son, Donald, who al 
ready has started In his father's 
foot-steps by coaching a minor 
hockey team. Leah’s wife, Mary, 
is an avid curler.
Managers of Charles (Sonny) 
Liston, hard-hitting heavyweight 
from PhUadelphia, hollered for 
"only rated fighters" today after 
he stopped Mike DeJohn of Syra­
cuse, N.Y., Wednesday night in 
six rounds.
Liston, who has lost only one of 
24 fights, floored DeJohn twice 
with a series of hard left jabs 
and right hooks to the head and 
body in the sixth before referee 
Jimmy Peerless stopped it at 
2:43.
DeJohn, a lanky 202 - pounder 
who has lost only five of 43, 
clearly had the worst of the bout 
But his managers complained be 
cause the scheduled 10-rounder 
was stopped.
DeJohn had the lead, 49-48 on 
the referee’s card but the two 
judges had Liston in front when 
the fight was halted, Liston was 
an ll-to-5 favorite at fight time.
Mike appeared to be waiting 
for Liston to tire but the PhUa- 
delphian never slowed up. He 
kept his left working and DeJohn 
fought in f l u r r i e s ,  rallying 
sharply in the fourth to stun Lis­
ton with a hard left to the jaw) 
followed by a right to the head. 
JARRED BY RIGHTS 
Mike lost his mouthpiece in the 
fifth and again in the sixth when 
Liston c o n n e c t e d  with right 
crosses to the face.
Liston and DeJohn are the 
ninth and 10th ranking contenders 
for Floyd Patterson’s world title.
The first time DeJohn took the 
mandatory eight count in the 
sixth Liston landed a right to the 
chin while Mike was on one knee.
and unintentional. DeJohn’s han­
dlers complained about it.
DeJohn’s corner maintained ha 
had been hit while down. Peer­
less said he would have "taken 
a point away” from Liston if the 
sixth round had been scored.
DeJohn wanted to throw more 
punches after P e e r l e s i  had 
stopped the fight.
He and Liston, who had his 
gloves off, exchanged heated 
words. DeJohn made a couple of 
tentative swings at the big Phila­
delphian b e f o r e  he was re­
strained.
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SEATTLE (AP) -  Sid Finney 
slammed in a goal just 14 sec­
onds after tho start of the over­
time period to give Calgary a r»-4 
win over S(:nUIo In a Western 
Hockey League gome Wednesday 
night,
TIjc Totems wont Into overtime 
.. man short, Frank Arnett drew 
slashing penalty with 23 seconds 
remaining In regular time.
,Tlto Totems scored twice In tho 
first period, Calgary tied the 
gome with two In the second iind 
tho teams split four goals In iho 
final imrlod.
Val Fdnteyne, Quyle Fielder, 
Tom MeVIo and Jim Powers each 
scored single goals for Seattle
each with two and Dill Hoy with 
one scored for Colgory.
It was a rough game played) 
before 0 small crowd.
Calgary’s Ed Dorohoy drew a I 
misconduct and game miscon­
duct In the second and Sid Finnoy 
also was called for misconduct.
Seattle's Don Chlpuka was hurt! 
In the second when ho Injured hist 
shoulder and suffered a possible 
fracture. . I
Val Fontoyno and Rudy nuonl 
put Seattle In front In The first 
period. Finney And BUI noy| 
evened It for Calgary In tho soc-
”*Tho teams traded goals In the I 
third. Lou JonkowsM got two fw 
Calgary and 'Tom MeVlo and Jlotl
C A R L I N G ' S
\
LAGER BEER
f ir  f f ii lim a diNî nY Rkssi
K E LO W N A \2224
c a l t /v r  Chinada’i  y g / ( iv < n t r i l« , , D t^ A C K  L A d E t "
while Finney and Lou Jankowdki.Powcra countored for tire lotcmi
: C
This sdrerlltsmcnt Is not publlitisd pr dlsplsydd by lbs 
Liquor Control Boird or by Iho Oov^rnmont of Dritiih Columbia.
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Skiers Find Kelowna H ill 
Tops In Chills And Spills
By GEORGE INGUS
(Courier Sporti Editor)
U was just'like stepping out of your own bath tub onto a 
piece of soap.
There was the same amount of shock and possibility of a 
bent pelvis awaiting the skiers who entered in Iasi wertend s 
downhUl races in Kelowna as there would be for an unfortvmte 
bather, as above. Some of them who came to scoff, remained to 
praise.
The reason? Hundreds of them, people and things toat con­
tributed to making the downhill course at Black Kmght Mom- 
tain Ski Bowl something more than a back-yard bonanza for 
experienced skiers.
“We were shocked", said Jack Girard of Qub In Van­
couver. candidly. “We had no Idea there would be anything so 
tough here." , .
Mked what he thought of the hiU. Karre Westreim of the 
Sons of Norway club, grinned wryly. "You could use some more 
snow at the bottom." he said. No doubt he had a l^***'”.* 
by the freight train speeds achieved by some of the skiers on inls 
fast well-planned and highlv competiUve hiU.
And that seemed to be the consenus of the skiers p rese t, 
some of whom have skied the best hills In the country. The 
Orchard City boys have built themselves a hill that will stack up 
with just about anything in ‘these here o“ris.
In future, it should attract some topflight skiers.
COMMON MORTAL, WITH AVERAGE REGARD FOR HIS 
BONES, might well wonder why all this praise for a lump of 
mountain that is more prone to pulverize its victims than the
next—well, that’s skiing. , . . , . j  j
To the lads and lassies who strap on the slats of hardwood 
and propel themselves down the faces of mountains of assorted 
shapes and sizes, a hill like the one up on Black Knight Mountain 
provides a greater amount of challenge—and, as such. Is regard­
ed as somewhat super. . . . .  . . . .
“Terrific," said a pint-sized, apple-cheeked guy with clear 
blue eyes that have.gazed upon the slopes of the Swiss Alps rac­
ing by as he pursued his chosen profes.sion of beating the bed- 
slats in his native Appenzall. SwiUerland. ... „ . j
“ “A hill has to be tough for a champlonshio race, he grinned, 
“ and these guys who figure on running a hill without stopping 
are looking for things too easy. This hill 1*
In his 25 years, he has been skiing for about 19. and has run 
more hills than the average Joe. Npw the instructor at Silver 
Star in Vernon, Joe Gmuender was thrilled to see what these 
people in Kelowna had done, entirely by voluntary labor.
To him. that hair-raising strip of real estate, one mile of 
mound on the bias, represented a fine piece of art. something 
like a Rembrandt of the racers. To Tom Mobraaten. John Senger 
and Runar Knudsen guys who had succumbed to its foibles 
and had the wounds to show for it, it meant something more rig­
orous, but nonetheless outstanding. ,,,
And to ski club members, it’s their baby come to life.
EVEN THE AVERAGE VISITOR, MAKING HIS ANNUAL 
PUFFING PILGRIMAGE, could not fail to be impressed by the 
enthusiasm shown by the visitors to the white bowl on the upper 
end of the skyline.
When you heard fellows like Bert Irwin say it s one of the 
best training hills he’s ever seen, almost unique in the layout, 
with the tow running right along-side the slalom and jump 
courses, you know it means something. for Bert has been wheel­
ing down ski hills for longer than he cares to admit.
An Olympic team member in 1948, Bert arrived in Kelowna 
Sunday morning after a trip 6f 1.000-odd miles that took him from 
his home in Princeton to Banff, then back to Kelowna in an over­
night trip without sleep. He wasn’t too tired when he arrived to 
win the senior men’s slalom event, either, clocking 1:06.1, fully 
two seconds better than Larry Nelles of Revelstoke.
And there was Len Fairey of Vancouver, guy who’s as 
familiar at prominent meets in the province as snow. He couldn’t 
say enough about the meet, which far surpassed his exoectations. 
“Best run tournament I’ve seen in some time,” he said.
. good hill, and a wonderful time.”
And it was a supreme thrill to a petite, eight-year-old lassie 
named Susan Pickering, who took her place with these skiing 
luminaries, and covered herself with glory by winning the down­
hill and slalom events conclusively. The fact that she was a local 
gal, daughter of one of the men who has labored mightily to 
make it all come true, made victory that much sweeter.
It was a weekend to remember.
NEEDING SUPPORT AT THIS TIME LIKE A HOLE IN 
THE HEAD, this "Sport of Slats” nevertheless will receive a 
terrific shot in the arm as the result of the wbrd-of-mouth adver­
tising that will be instigated by those marvelling visitors. The 
amount of benefit to be derived from such advertising cannot be 
computed, only conjectured.
And whatever benefits the Orchard City bene.fits us all.
So thank you all, members of the Kelowna Ski Club.









Packers’ Dave Gatherum be­
came the first OSHL goal ten­
der to receive the new trophy 
donated by Percy Downton,
former Kelowna arena man­
ager, for the net-minder with 
the best goals-agalnst average. 
Above, league president Bill
Nicholson of Penticton makes 
the presentation at last night’s 
semi-final curtain raiser.
CALGARY (CP) — Quebec, a 
vastly different rink than the one 
which stumbled through its early 
matches, pulled a 10-7 upset Wed­
nesday to hand Alberta its first 
defeat in the Canadian high 
school curling championships.
Skipped by Byron Coulter, the 
Val D’Or foursome humbled the 
powerful Edmonton rink with a 
heady display of precision curl­
ing. Sensing victory, they refused 
to be rushed and forced Alberta 
into a draw game with some weU- 
placed guard rocks.
TOD TAKES LEAD
The Alberta loss, coupled with 
an 11-6 Northern Ontario win 
over Newfoundland, moved Tom 
Tod’s Fort William rink into first 
place with five wins in six 
games.
In other sixth - round games 
Prince Edward Island beat Nova 
Scotia 17-7, Manitoba downed 
British Columbia 10-5 and Saskat­
chewan defeated Ontario 8-4.
Northern Ontario beat Mani­
toba 8-6, Quebec trounced New­
foundland * 15 - 5, Saskatchewan 








It took 21 years, but he finally 
made it.
When Dave Mangold, a chunky 
little guy with a perpetual suntan 
acquired from long hours spent 
on and off a diving-board, first 
saw the Orchard City, it was at 
a Regatta that long ago, when 
he made the trip here from Wen­
atchee.
Since that time, he has been 
as permanent a fixture at Regat­
ta as Ogopogo, or the lake, and 
just a few days ago, he finally 
made the connection permanent 
He has taken over the operation 
of the Royalite Service Station, 
corner of Harvey Avenue and 
Water Stareet.
’The move was not exactly un­
premeditated, since Dave has 
had his eye on business possibili­
ties in Kelowna since the day he 
first looked at and fell in love 
with it. The fact that he met and 
married the former Betty Egg, a 
Kelowna girl, added fuel to the 
fire.
EXCELLENT BACKGROUND
Six years as a tune-up man 
for a national automobile com­
pany, and a partnership in a 
filling station in his hometown, 
Wenatchee, Washington, have 
served to give him an excellent 
background in the business, and 
his motto is “ give the people 
what they want, not what you 
think they want.”
His first duty will be to pro­
vide the type of service that 
people want, doing light mechan­
ical work and tune-ups, and re­
commending further repairs if 
necessary. He is out to build up 
business in the city he has
been fond of for so long, and 
finally managed to woo.
Of course, as long as there’s a 
fish in the lake,'or a water ski 
to ride on, or a diving board to 
bounce on, Dave will be found 
somewhere close by, since these 
are powerful second loves with 
him. Never a champion diver, 
Dave describes himself as “just 
a darn good competitor.”
He has dived in many Regattas 
both in clown diving and in ex­
hibition work with his friend, Dr. 
George Athans, Kelowna’s “div­
ing doctor.’’ He has helped Dr. 
Athans with the judging in com­
petitive diving at the annual 
show, and just grins when asked 
if he’ll be out there again this 
year, now that the Aquatic is 
just a short stroll through the 
park from where he has his sta­
tion.
Even now, with the snow still 
covering the ground, he has 
hoards of visitors who drop in to 
shake his hand and talk “Regat­
ta,” such as Mr, Regatta him 
self. Mayor R. F. Parkinson, and 
many men connected with the 
city’s annual splash.
It’s been more like a home­
coming than a move.
National League
New York 2 Chicago 4
American League 
Buffalo 1 Springfield 2 
Hershey 2 Cleveland 1
OHA-NOHA Senior 
Chatham 1 Kitchener 1 
North Bay 2 Sault Ste Marie 5 
Ontario Senior 
Whitby 2 Kingston 2 
HuU-Ottawa 4 Cornwall 4 
Manitoba Junior 
Winnipeg Monarchs 1 
’Transcona 0
OSHL
Kelowna 7 Penticton 2 
(leads best-of-seven semis, 1-0) 
Vernon 8 Kamloops . 3 
(leads best-of-seven semis, 1-0) 
National League 
P W L T F
Ontario edged Prince Edward 
Island SIS and Nova Scotia over­
powered New Brunswick 13-6 in 
fifth-round matches Wednejday 
afternoon.
Quebec, with wins in its last 
four matches, moved into third 
spot witii a 4-2 record, a game uo 
on Ontario and New Brunswick 
who have three wins but have 
played on five games.
TIED AT THREE WINS
Saskatchewan and Prince Ed- 
Wajd Island have three wins in 
six games and Nova Scotia and 
Manitoba are tied with 2-3 rec­
ords. British Columbia has one 
win in six games and Newfound­
land is winless in five.
Northern Ontario, last year's 
champion, and Alberta were to 
hook up at 10 a.m. MST today in 
what would be a crucial match 
for both rinks. Quebec, drew 
bye.
'Die Alberta rink, with the ex­
ception of skip Johnny Trout, was 
below its usual form in the Que­
bec match and appeared to give 
way to the pressure which built 
up as the match progressed. The 
front repeatedly missed takeouts 
on open Quebec rocks and in the 
later stages the Alberta draw 
shots were unable to penetrate 
the Quebec guards.
Alberta opened with a single 
but Quebec scored a big three to 
take the lead in the second. Al-
thlrd and added three in the 
fourth, showing Indications of 
pulling beyond reach.
FORCED TO CONCEDE 
Quebec replied with two In the 
fifth aad sixth, one in the sev­
enth and three in the ninth. Down 
three points, Alberta conceded 
the last end after Quebec third 
rubbed out the third-last Alberta 
rock.
Manitoba made it close tor 
NorUiem Ontario but frequently 
was unable to stay in the houso 
after takeouts of Northern On­
tario shots. Their biggest chance 
came in the fourth end when Tod 
missed by an inch taking out 
Manitoba’s best rock, leaving 
three uncovered.
Saskatchewan, a disappoint­
ment in the first four rounds, 
made a better showing, particu­
larly in the Ontario game. Doug 
Scott’s rink held Ontario to sin­
gles in four ends after going into 
a 2-0 lead after the first end.
Eight - round games today: 
Saskatchewan • Quebec, New­
foundland - O n t a r i o ,  Alberta- 
British Columbia, Northern On- 
tario-Quebec^ and Nova Scotla- 
Manitoba. Prince Edward Island 
has a bye.
The ninth round tonight: Brit­
ish Columbia - Quebec, Nova 
S c o t i a  • Newfoundland, Nbw 
Brunswick - Manitoba, Saskatch- 
ewan-Prince Edward Island and 
Alberta - Ontario. Northern On-









55 30 13 12 190 117 72 
57 23 2L 13 163 163 59 
57 24 25 8 165 175 56
56 21 25 10 155 170 52
54 21 27 6 128 154 48
55 19 27 9 138 160 47
WEDNESDAY'S FIGHTS
Accent On Size, 
Speed For Larks
MONTREAL (CP) — Montreal 
Alouettes football club, with the 
declared intention of accenting 
size and speed for the 1959 team, 
todhy announced the signing to a 
tryout contract of a six-foot-five 
240-pound centre and linebacker.
The new prospect is Milton
Crain, who hails from the Unl-| 
versity of Mississippi and is s?ld 
to have developed into one of the 
great linebackers of the southern 
conference. He played with the 
winning south team In the Senior 
Bowl game last month at Mont- firmly cntrcncivid in Inst place in 
gomery, Ala. the Western Hockey League’s
Drafted by the Baltimore Colts, coast division. Their success in 
the 22-year-old Crain was scouted recent league play gives little In- 
by Alouette coach Doug Walker dication of a change in scenery, 
at the ’Gator and Senior bowl Fraught with goaltending prob- 
games. lems since allowing Bov Bentley
to slip away to Seattle Totems
Royals Perch Is Firm,
In WHL's Cellar Spot
New Westminster Royals arc iln a scoring way, but the league’s
DAVE MANGOLD
"O lson " Is Name 
To Reckon W ith
top scorer showed them plenty ot 
spirit.
io p h a ^ e f!
Easy to m ake .,. and sure to 
please ihe/v«/eJ/ appetite 1 You’ll 
make them often > >. these light 
tender buns with a delicn<e orange 
flavor. For finest results when you 
bake at home, always depend on 
ITciiditnann’s Active Dry Yeast!
EDMONTON (CP)—Olson will 
be a big name in Dominion curl­
ing championships in Quebec 
City March 2-to-6.
Curlers from 10 provinces will 
play on ice made by E. B. (Ole) 
Olson, 70. Their rocks, many 
sharpened by Ole, will be deliv­
ered from rubber hacks de­
veloped by Olson.
If a rock hangs doubtful, the 
Olson curling measure will de­
cide whether it counts.
While Ole for the third year 
keeps his experienced eye on the 
ice, his son Herb will represent 
Alberta in the bonspiel.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS'
Miami Beach, Fla. — Charles 
(Sonny) Liston, 209y4, Philadel­
phia, stopped Mike DeJohn, 202, 
Syracuse, N.Y., 6.
Albuquerque, N.M.—Art Pers- 
ley, 132, Red Cross, La., out­
pointed Joey Limas, 132, Albu 
querque, 10.
Tokyo — Pascual Perez, IIIV4. 
Argentina, outpointed Kenji Yo- 
nekura, 113, Japan, 10 (non-title)
A n n o u n cin g . . .
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
The Royalite outlet formerly Parkway Royalite is now known at
Mangold's Royalite
Operated by Dave Mangold
Dave will enjoy meeting you . . .  so drop in today!
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Toronto Varsity Grads won the 
Olympic h o c k e y  title with s 
crushing 13-0 victory over Swit 
zerland in the final game at St 
Moritz, Switzerland, 31 years ago 
today. Starting in 1924, Canada 
won five of the seven Olympic 
hockey championships, losing to 
Great Britain in 1936 and to Rus­
sia in 1956.
NHL STATISTICS RACE
()i a )tga Blossom Bmis
T • Scolit 
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rofrigoration
who now are perched atop the 
const loop—Royals have been un­
able to come up with n netmlnder 
who can consistently display the 
league calibre.
Wednesday night they used 
number four, rookie Bob Senior. 
Senior had a bad night. He let 
three easy shots slip by and Vic­
toria Cougars, the team Royals 
must catch to reach llio playoffs, 
romped to a 5-1 win,
At Scnttlo, Calgary Stampeders 
came up with their second win in 
two nights on their last swing 
through the coast division, nip 
ping Seattle 5-4 in overtime, 
81’OTLIGIIT AT WINNIPEG 
I Tonight In the only action, the 
spotlight turn.s to Wiimipcg where 
the Warriors will piny host to 
Sa.skntoon Quakers. The teams 
are locked In a deadly battle for, 
third nnrl last playoff spot in the 
prhlrlo division with Quakers now 
holding a ono-polnt edge, How- 
' ever, Warriors are hot and have 
a gante In hand.
Senior enmo to Royals this 
I week from Springfield o f  the 
Aipevlcan League In, a straight 
trade for Don Campbell, Bent­
ley’,s replacement nl New We.st- 
jnlnstor,
Reno Zanier, who turned pro 
with (toyals last month, sat out 
Wednesday's game; He had rc- 
phlced Cain|)bel(,
At S e a 111 e, Eddie Dorohoy 
dlcln’t show Seattle fans anything
FAST R E U E T F O R
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Hockey’s big seven 
Andy Bathgate of New York 
Rangers increased his lead in the 
National Hockey League scoring 
race to two points by scoring a 




30 36 66 
21 43 64 
28 36 64
25 36 61 
.30 31 61
26 30 56 
23 29 52
NHL LEADERS 
Standings: Montreal, won 30, 
lost 13, tied 12, points 72 
Points: Bathgate, Nevv York 63 
Goals: Bathgate, New York, 
More, Montreal, 30 
Assists: Geoffrion, Montreal 43 
Shutouts: Plante, Montreal, 7 
Penalties: Lindsay, Chicago,
158.







LAST NIGHTS NHL STAR 
Phil Maloney of Chicago Black 
Hawks, a 31-year-old whose 13th 
NHL game this year proved his 
lucky one as he scored his first 
two goal.s to lend Chicago to a 
4-2 victory over New York Rnng-1 












Proudly presented by the 
DRITISII-AMERICAN 
OIL CO. LTD.
This program reminder 
courtesy OKANAGAN RADIO
Drive In onytime ond help oi 
celebrate! Free "Whirlybirds’’ for the kiddies — th e f  
really fly! Top-notch service os always.
And os o special Valentine fea tu re . . .
"Your Friendly TUNE-UP M an "
Yours for—
Carburetors -  Ignition Systems 
Generators and Starters ’-  Brakes
ANYTHING YOU NEED FIXED





R*m*mbtr — Royalll* 
top-quality pH* ond motor 
(u*l* will katp your car 
running unootlily IhttP wbiUr 





COR. IIAUVEY AND WATER —  PHONE 4709
4 t KIHC OF mw
tA N O  L I N . „








' (* \ jl i Wowl WHITE in
f ,
l.troriR os bathroom tissuo need bo . . . ' ,
f’CPilo .1(1 you’ve hlwdys wished it'could be, , ’ ' ' ' > ,
And there* are 700 llmolm soft shoots in 'every roll,'
, ANOTHER QUAUTY PAptR PRODUCT OF CROWN ZitUCRDACH CANADA UMITSO
j'iu
fiU
SLEEK l IT T lE  S U IT S
Romantic Paris 
A re  Feminine
Showings 
And C olorfu l
By LISSA TAYLOR
PARIS (CP)--Seeing the Paris 
showi^s of high fashion from the 
working end — the backstage 
rooms used for clients’ fitUngs in 
normal times—is fun for the Ca­
nadian visitor.
The behind-the-scenes business 
of showing a fashion collection 
was hustle and bustle, but not as 
chaodc as one would suppose. 
There was a rhythm and mean­
ing to every movement, with one 
assistant in charge of jewelry, 
one chatelaine of the hats, an­
other in charge of gloves.
Magnificent d r e s s e s  were 
donned, and doffed, by the mod­
els with a minimum of fuss. In­
structions were given in quiet, 
authoritative voices.
This back-stage experience was 
at the Jacques Griffe opening. 
Griffe’s designs were romantic
and calculated to make a woman small bouquet of pink and green 




color combinations of deep laven 
der with bright aqua cummer 
bund, smoky grey with china 
blue piping, yellow and blue rib­
bons banding the tiers of a pale 
green evening gown.
His little dinner frocks wUl be 
acclaimed by women searching 
for the “good little black dress” . 
They were decollete and sleeved, 
made of chiffon or crepe or lace 
with a slim, soft, elegant feeling. 
Here, as in other fashion houses, 
we saw the full taffeta coat worn 
with either a slim or bouffant
TORONTO (CP) — The school 
of nursing at the University of 
Toronto is running at half-speed. 
Nettie Fidler, director of the 
I school which has 318 students,
,------- ---  n  could accommodate twice
Canadian women who have al-'
O Y A M A
ways loved suits thrilled to 
Ricci's sleek little suits with an 
elegant air. In s m a l l ,  neat 
checks, navy serge and paslel 
smooth weaves, the wrist-length 
jackets are gently shaped with 
discreetly-slo^ shoulders. Just 
the two top buttons were fas­
tened, allowing the front of the 
Jacket to fall freely.
Almost all the jackets were 
edged with a contrasting color. 
Skirts were slim and short. 
Pierre Balmain's collection, al-
cocktail dress of the same fabric,!ways very wearable, had a 
sometimes printed, sometimes stronger ^mphasis on the casual
plain color, or a combination of 
both.
The collection ended with a 
wedding-cake bride, all embroid­
ered organdie ruffles with a
ALICE WINSBY. Women’s Editor
feeling. There were sporty top­
coats over suits and dresses in 
pastel shades, and big pearl but­
tons everywhere. One innovation 
that wiH be picked up for sports­
wear is his shirt-blouse made 
of printed' scarves. They were 
shown worn over skirts, but 
would be smart with slacks for 
lounging or resort wear.
Through o u t  the collections 
. there is a great showing of vi- 
t brant colors, either alone or in 
combination. Acid green and 
fluorescent pink are favorites, 
with m u c h  use of lavender 
through to deep lilac. Grey, navy 
and beige are much in evidence 
for suits.
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Oyama W .l. Members Contribute 
Many Items To Layette Project
AFTER-SKI STYLES
By TRACY ADRIAN
Here’s a snug cover-up that 
was tailor-made for chilly 
chair lifts or for r^ter-ski walks. 
It is a handsome rover coat 
with a luxurious pile lining of
modified acrylic fiber.
The topper is in snowy white 
wool with gold stitching and 
nail-heads. It is pictured with 
wool slacks, a printed shirt 
and luxurious black fur scuffs.
OYAMA — There was an ex­
cellent turnout of members de­
spite the snowy weather and icy 
roads at meeting of the Kala- 
malka Women’s Institute held at 
the Memorial Hall recently.
President Mrs. H. Byatt was in 
the chair and the roll call for the 





comedy kept the audience laugh­
ing last night at the Empress 
^ ea tre .
“Book of the Month’’, present­
ed with evident relish by the Ok­
anagan Mission Players, is a de­
licious vehicle for any actor.
An impression of spaciousness 
was achieved with a very credit­
able set; one of the finest fea­
tures being the garden viewed 
through French doors. I felt 
however, that the cellophane- 
wrapped lampshade on a rather 
cluttered mantle might be re­
placed or abandoned..
■ Director - actor John Oliver 
guided his cast with a light hand 
on the rein, and after a shaky 
start they did him credit at the 
finish line.
In his portrayal of the father, 
Oliver proved himself a forceful 
player. Pitfalls are legion when 
one attempts to both act in, and 
direct any production. Apart 
from a tendency toward touch­
ing his moustache to a distrac­
ting degree, and a certain 
amount of weakness in co-ordin- 
atjng his own lines with move 
ment, the produttlon gained 
rather than waned through his 
participation.
Opposite Oliver, in the lead 
role of the mother, Phyllis Reeve 
gave one of the more finished 
characterizations in the cast. Her 
timing and stage presence are 
both very good. Noni Pollock’s 
portrayal of the sister was nice 
iy executed and showed promise.
A great deal Is demanded from 
, the actress playing Blm, the
Mental Health Association. Christ­
mas gifts sent for mental patients 
have been appreciated greatly 
but the need for more, particul­
arly for male patients was 
stressed.
The “Painting for Pleasure” 
course was reported on by Mrs. 
G. Pothecary Jr., cultural con
Valley Pipe Band 
Earns Reputation 
For Better Batter
daughter. I found Ann Rowles in­
terpretation straight-forward and 
refreshing in its youthfulness. 
Study of lines is required with 
memorization however, and this 
able youngster can add much 
depth to future parts by weighing 
the value of 'her words.
The maid Doris was charming­
ly handled by Pat Kerr, who rose 
to difficult heights for one so 
much younger than the role re­
quired. Ray Davis was convinc­
ing and amusing with his cap­
able treatment of a stuffy army 
type.
With only one notable excep­
tion, make-up for the production 
was perfect. Transforming Don 
Eccleston into a middle-aged 
Scottish doctor, however, was 
hampered by a hair effect which 
would have benefitted from the 
red pepper and salt treatment.
Eccleston’s own youth did not 
betray him in his Interpretation, 
which is undoubtedly why a true 
Scot of lesser acting ability but 
more accurate accent was not 
chosen.
Presenting a challenge to an 
aspiring thesplan, the. character 
Nicholas Barnes-Bradley was‘un­
dertaken by Eric Lipka. Here
work ’’ Replies to this ranged vener, all particmating are hav 
from the sublime “bridge play- ing a most enjoyable and instruct­
ing” to the ridiculous “milking ive time, with the standard of 
goats.” ‘ work surprisingly good.
Members showed their usual It was decided to invite the 
deep interest in the work of the members of the Winfield and 
Unitarian Service Committee by I Okanagan Centre Institutes t̂o 
taking home cutout bundles at hear Miss Jean Wilton, special 
material for the current layette counsellor for School District 23 
project. Knitted vests to be in- when "she addresses the KWI in 
eluded’ in the layettes were April.
brought to the meeting. One mem- The Institute is apnealing for 
ber Mrs. G. Pothecary has used towels and old flanelette 
made 20 of these. Mrs. W. Clar- sheets to complete layettes and 
idge sent six knitted sweaters to anyone who has any on hand is 
help clothe Dr. Hitschmanova’s asked to leave them at the li- 
“shivering children.” brary on Monday afternoon next
Mrs. N. Allingham reported on or phone Mrs. Byatt, 3640 or 
a letter from . the Canadian Mrs.T. Towgood, 3613.
Mrs. G. Pothecary, vice-presi-
VER^ON — A light hand with 
the batter, and just the right 
temperature for the griddle—has 
won for Vernon McIntosh Girls’ 
Pipe Band a wide reputation for 
their cooking, and $150 for their 
finances, following Saturday’s 
waffle and pancake supper, which 
was sponsored by the B.C. Power 
Commission, and supervised by 
Mrs. Elsie Dick, with R. T. M. 
Collins looking after installations.
Mrs. Horace Foote states the 
huge success of the affair was 
due to the efforts of individuals 
and business establishments.
Proceeds will go towards sum­
mer travelling expenses of the 
McIntosh Girls’ Pipe Band.
as many.
“More girls are entering nurs­
ing every year,’j she said. “ It is 
a satisfying job and the pay is 
improving, but we have never 
yet filled the school.”
About 170 of the students are 
taking a four-year course leading 
to a bachelor’s degree in nursing. 
This incorporates hospital train­
ing and public health training. 
GRADUATE COURSES 
A year’s course in public 
health is also given to graduates 
of other schools of nursing, and 
graduate nurses can take courses 
in nursing education and super­
vision.
“We already get a good share 
of the high school population," 
she said. “An explanation of the 
low number may be in pay—a 
university graduate in any other 
job can usually command more 
money than a hospital nurse."
Miss B'idler, who graduated 
from Tpronto General Hospital in 
1919, has studied at McGill Uni­
versity, worked at Englehart and 
Dryden, Ont., when the Red 
Cross had outix)st hospitals there, 
and first joined the University 
school as a lecturer in 1936. 
MODERN METHODS 
She is a pioneer of modern 
methods. From 1947 to 1952 she 
operated a demonstration school 
of nursing at the Metropolitan 
Hospital at Windsor, Ont., to test 
ideas that student nurses need 
not work in the hospital ns part 
of its staff during training.
Miss Fidler showed that the 
scheme could work if schools of 
nursing were financially indepen­
dent — and also showed that 
nurses could be trained in two 
years instead of the customary 
three.
“The trend in nursing today is 
toward a s h o r t e r  training 
period,”  she said. “Other trends 
are towards more preventive 
medicine, particularly in mental 
health and care of the aged.”
OYAMA — A pot luck supper 
was held by the members of the 
Kalamalka Women’s Institute on 
St. Valentine’s Eve, in the Oya­
ma Hall. Over 50 attended and a 
most enjoyable evening was had 
by the members* and their fam­
ilies.
The hall was decorated with the 
traditional hearts and red 
candles and valentine serviettes 
continued the theme. After a de­
licious supper, games for young 
and old were played under the 
supervision of Mrs. W. Allingham.
This year the Marching Moth­
ers collected $167. Mrs. H. Taylor 
was the convener.
Mothers who gave their time 
collecting were Mrs. A. Claridge, 
Mrs. G. S. Sproule, Mrs. J. Janz, 
Mrs. A. Townsend, Mrs. D. Fla- 
vell. Mrs. J. Elliot. Mrs. W. Cross­
man, Mrs. H. Byatt, Mrs. W. 
Kanas and Mrs. P. Rawsthorne 
Thre World Day of Prayer was 
held in St. Mary’s Anglican 
Church. The service was Jed by 
Mrs. D. R. Eyles. Mrs. G. Pothe­
cary Sr., read the address and 
Mrs. R. Tomkins was the organ­
ist. Also taking part in the serv­
ice were members of* the United 
and Anglican Churches.
Local P ia n is ts  Pass  
E xam s S u cc ess fu lly  ,
ExaminaUons were held re- 
cently in Kelowna by the Royal 
Conservatory of Music of Tor* 
onto. Following is a list of sue- 
cessful candidates;
Grade 1 theory, first class hoj\* 
ors. Sharon J. Burnett; Vera L. 
Dyck. Grade II theory, first class 
honors. O. Barrie Webster; Eliza- 
beth H. Flower; Linda M. Bar- 
wick; honors, Clive SpiUer,
Grade IV theory, harmony and 
counterpoint, honors, Margaret J. 
Shaw; harmony, honors, Gall 
Astrid Carlson: counterpoint, first 
clas.s honors, Dorothy L. Tuj> 
man: honors, Eveline L. Rad- 
omske.
Grade V theory, counterpoint, 
pass, Hattie 0 . Empey; Gall A, 
Carlson: Alice B. Andrews;
Dorothy G. Watson: form, pass, 
Carol S. Fumerton.
L u m b y G u est H o n o re d  
By P y th ia n  S is te rs
District Deputy Grand Chief 
Sister Phyllis Bailey of Lumby 
made her official visit to Kelowna 
recently, when the Pythian Sisters 
of Orchard City Temple No. 6. 
Kelowna, held their regular meet­
ing.
M.E.C. Sister Betty Anderson 
pinned a pretty corsage on the 
visitor and presented her with a 
lovely, cup and saucer. Accom­
panying Sister Bailey were three 
other Sisters from Lumby for the 
special meeting.
At the conclusion of the eve­
ning, the Sisters scr\’c^ a deli­
cious hoc supper, and a pleasant 
social hour brought the meeting 
to a close.
SAVE






For full details 
and free estimates
PHONE 2817
T h o m p so n  C lean in g  
S erv ices  L td .
City Window Cleaners 
"This offer good 
only unUl Feb. 28"
DELAYED ENTRY
PETERBOROUGH. Ont. (CP) 
When Mrs. Mary White returned 
from c h u r c h  to find herself 
locked out, firemen used a 20-foot 
ladder to enter an upstairs win­
dow, so they could open the dewr 
from inside.
R ad io  W r i te r  W in s  
W ith  E aster S to ry
TORONTO (CP) — Esther Hen­
ning of Calgary today was an­
nounced winner of the $300 first 
prize in the Canadian Women’s 
Press Club 1958 beauty and fash­
ion writing competition, spon­
sored by Elizabeth Arden among 
CWPC members.
Miss Henning’s winning story 
was an Easter parade feature 
which appeared in the Calgary 
Herald. She is associated with 




T il l  9  p.m. 
F rid a y
Easter Seal Ai(J 
Being Planned 
By Lions Ladies
dent of the South Okanagan and 
Similkamun District Board of the 
Women’s Institute will attend a 
luncheon meeting of the board at 
the home of Mrs. Blackey, board 
president, of Westbank on Feb. 24 1 and will report at the next meet­
ing.
, Tea hostesses for the afternoon
Lions Ladles recently held the were Mrs. F. MacLaren and Mrs. 
monthly meeting at the home of j N. Allingham 
Mrs. Robert Gates. President 
Mrs. Gordon Smith welcomed 
four new members, Mrs. O. A.
Hepner, Mrs. T. G. White, Mrs.
W. H. Underwood, and Mrs 
Murray Green.
The ladies agreed to help the 
Lions with the Easter Seal en­
velopes. Mrs. W. E. Gordon, Mrs.
W. A. Morrison, Mrs. R. N. Foote 
and Mrs. P. E. Priest are to as­
sist the Lions with the clothing 
depot which is a new project
H ITH ER  A N D  Y O N
RETURNS TO EAST . . . Mrs. 
Roy Smith nee Diane Knowles, 
after visiting her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. William Knowles, has 
left by plane for Halifax to join 
F /0  Smith who is stationed with 
the RCAF in the Atlantic city.
\
F U M E R T O N 'S
..........................  „ ..... ______ AT COAST . . . R. R. McHarg
sta*rted "b 7  the Lions for "needy I and A. C. Withers arc in Vancou- 
and burnt-out families. Each ver for a few days where they 
member donated tinned goods for are making another shipment of 
the recently burnt-out family. live chinchillas to England, 
uciuiivcii uj JUint m-ic Thc fojlowing convoners were tjeCENTLY MARRIED
we found the vitality and charm apgnte^^^^ Mr.s. Edward Klingbeil
of youth, with a need to gauge
the height of the verbal hurdle 
This actor has a good comic 
sense which he demonstrated too 
seldom.
Costuming was colorful and 
carefully chosen. The overall pro­
duction was highly entertaining 
if not polished, and worth.y of a 
good house tonight. It will cer­
tainly be a house of laughter.
ney Cook; phoning, Mrs. 0. H. 
Adams; projects, Mrs. Harry 
Cretin; rcfre.shments, Mrs. John 
Jenkins and Mrs. R. C. Thomp­
son; membership, Mrs, Des 
Shbrthouse; decorating, Mrs. B. 
R. Gant; entertainment, Mrs. C 
M. Lipsett, Mrs. W. S. Robson, 
and Mrs. D. A. Sutherland
have been spending a few days in 
Kelowna prior to taking up resi­
dence in Vancouver.
SPENDING . . .  the weekend 
at the coast visiting relatives, 
were Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Gret- 
slnger.
ENJOYING a holiday In
Baby Monkeys Appear Pleased 
W ith Mother-Substitute Machirie
lU m i a* OUVIIVI luiin, j. Aiivr » • ■ n at*
Refreshments were served by San Francisco for ton days are 
the executive at the close of the Mr. and Mrs, Dennis Crookes and 
meeting,' ' Dr, and Mrs. Brian Holmes.
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D,
Out of a block of wood, foam  
rubber and some cloth, a psy­
chologist has created a “mother" 
that baby monkeys love. He 
thinks that human babies might 
also be able to learn to love such 
a substitute.
TOs was the report of Pro­
fessor Harry Harlow of the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin In his Pres­
idential address before the Am­
erican Psychological Association 
in ’ Washington, D.C., last Sep­
tember.
HANDMADE "MOTHER"
On the screen, he pictured the 
baby monkey cuddling the hand­
made •'mother" for warmth and
comfort when ho felt frightened 
or insecure.
P ^ fessor Harlow reported how 
he and his colleagues had created 
a molhcr-machlno to test the fol- 
loyvlng hypothcse.s; That human 
or monkey babies "do not live by 
milk alone" and that comforting 
contacts are essential; that these 
comforts arc not necessarily, prch 




a day, that never scolded Its In­
fant and never struck its baby 
in anger.”
The monkey babies were soon 
happy with their mother-machine. 
They preferred her to a purely 
wire version which also proyldcd 
milk but did not- have softness, 
cuddlincss and warmth. 
PROFOUND IMPLICATIONS 
Dr. Harlow thinks that duping 
laboratory baby ,' monkeys into 
ncccpUng the substitute ns a real 
mother may have profound Im'* 
plications for the understanding 
of human love. He believes, more­
over, that his theories coUld en­
dow n father with loving attri­
butes generally believed to be 
only the province of n mother,
Of course, not nil wovild as­
sume, ns Dr. Harlow did, that 
human babies will respond os do 
monkey babies.
I felt his applicotlon of infer­
ences wbuld have been more 
convincing had he limited them 
to very young infont.'i before 
smiles, Words and myriad other 
eapresstohs of affection from the 




Q. Our baby, two, whose doctor 
flndti u 6 ‘ nutritional reason or 
physical cause, awakens three 
or four.'tlmea In the night, de­
manding U bottle.
A»4I« ihouUi. hardly got the bot­
tle unless )t>u gave it to him. 
There’a, your, cue—lt you can 
bear tq let him c r y , ,
^ V V V
give 
Pacific 
I t )  the 
baby
,'.,>‘v.i ,d n g 'Re c o r d :-' ' '
’ ’Moiriem ,1heologlan.s have lee- 




LADIES’ DRESSES — Few oddments only axed to —
HALF PRICE
LADIES SKIRTS — also a half price. You pay only 3.95 
LADIES’ BLOUSES —  Cotton and Tcrrylene -i Q Q
LADY CURLERS, SKIERS NOTE —
Lined Gaberdine Pants ........ .........................................  5.95
Unlincd Corduroy Pants ..................................... -....... - 3.98
1.49
HOSIERY COUNTER BARGAINS
Nylon Gloves —down to .......................................
Bobby Socks — Nylon. Reg. 89<*. Now .......... 2 for 1;49
Woollen Stockings. Reg. 1.95. Now ........................ - 1.49
51-15 gauge Nylons.......................................^ pair lor 1.49
LINGERIE PRICES LOPPED
2.95Slips down t o ................... ...................... ..........
Snugglcdown Gowns and Pyjamas, from ...................  2.98
W e 'v e  h a d  th e  P ru n e rs  in  o u r C h ild re n 's  
D e p a r tm e n t.
SIRLS’ DRESSES —  Trimmed t o ................ ........ . 1.49
GIRLS COAT AND HAT SETS— Fur trim
GIRLS’ 3-PIECE LEGGING SETS 
Cut down to cost. Only 3 pair le f t ........... .......
GIRLS* LINED GABERDINE SKI PANTS
at cost price. Black o n ly ....................................
CHILDREN’S PUDDLE JU M PER S.... ............... 1.98









Y a rd a g e  R e m n a n ts
Prints — Broadcloths —  Tweeds Plaids —
All at Low Prices
TOOTH PASTE SPECIAL —  smiling prices. Giant size 
Golgatcs. . .  Ipana . , .  Pepsodent. O nly....... 2 for $1.00
The Boys' Departm ent Got The Axe, Too •
JACKETS — Plaids, rcvcrsibles, Terrylcncs, Q Q C  
carcoats, from.... ..........-..................... ......— ...... O t i i J
SHIRTS — flannels and corduroys, from ................ . 1.49
SWEATERS—V-necks and cardigans, from ------ 2.95
LINED JEANS came tumbling to ...;........... ...........  2.49
CORDUROY PANTS........... .................... ........—
FADED BLUE DENIMS — Trimmed to ......-------  1.95
The M en's Departm ent W asn't Spared Either
DRESS SHIRTS — Branded lines, from ......... . 1.49
SPORTS SHIRTS .................. ---------- ----------------
WORK SHIRTS .................................... ......... . 1*49
WORK SOCKS........................................... 2 99^
DRESS SOCKS...... ...... ........................ . ...................
UNDERWEAR
Long.................. .'......2.29 Short, .. ...................... . 1.89
TIES tumble t o ...................... .....— ............. •••• 2 lor 1.49
ELANNELETri! PYJAMAS for only ........... 3,49
Shoes Get The Axe This W eek
MEN’S PULL-ON RUBBERS . .. . ........... . . 4.49
RUBBER BOOTS—Fleece lined. Reg. 9.95, Sale a t 6.49 
BOYS’ BROWN OXFORDS — One price only ..1... 3.95
LADIES* BLACK NYLON OVERSHOE A  A O
fur cuff, zipper front............................ .........—
CHILDREN’S BLACK LEATHER BALLERINA .. 2.49
Many More Bargalna In Footwear Not Shown Hero
We're dropping 
Down Prices
-  FRl. 
SAT. ONLY
NO EXCHANGES — NO BKFUNnS 
ALE 8AW;S FINAL
'iv
t' .1 / !*t
KELOWNA DAILY COimtEK. IHUBS.. FEB. It. lISS FACE 1








LENTEN M E A L S  can  be  IN TER ESTIN G  A N D  DIFFERENT  
w h e n  yo u  shop S U PE R -V A LU . O u r EXTR A  W ID E  
V A R IE T Y  m a k e s  i t  easy  fo r  yo u  to  serve  m eals  th a t  
a re  V A R IE D  and  A P P E T IZ IN G . . .  m cse  fo o d  fa v o r ite s  
f ro m  o th e r  lands a re  ju s t a fe w  suggestions.
Gold Seal .  -  .  V2's
\\aV '® "












w GRAPEFRUIT JUICE S w e e te n e d ,  M is t-O -G o ld  .  4 8 -o z .
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R IC H , M IL D , M a L O W  FLA VO R  
PERFECT fo r  C O O K IN G  o r S N A C K S
pi?........ 41c jr ....;.. 59c ^
MINUTE RICE r!L-l.!.!?i4 o, pk, 4̂ ^
BABY CLAMS‘5,';::̂ “':. 46,c
TUNA FISHSr4i.c r , s . i n  2for6̂ ^̂
CRAB MEAT Nabob ... -    yi%  tin 67C
G R A D E ' 'A "  RED B R A N D  BEEF
STEAKS
S irlo in s , T -B o n e  o r C lu b , W e ll- tr im m e d  .  .
ROUND STEAK
O r R o a s t, G ra d e  ' W '  Red B ra n d  B oneless .  .  . l b .
FRYING CHICKEN
G ra d e  " A "  F u lly  P re p a re d  lb ,
COD FILLETS
F resh , F u lly  P re p a re d , R eady to  S tu f f  an d  B ake  -  .  lb .
SALM ON
W h o le , A v e ra g e  W e ig h t  3  lbs . . . . . . . . .  l b.
ORANGES
n o lr ^ y ^  _ T At.sizeSmoked Cod 
*  ‘ ^"P- b u tte r
/  “’sp. floyj.
txiUk
Copper
Cut th . *^«ers
and th- ‘looked r




















F an c y  M e x ic a n , B u rs tin g  
w it h  Ju ice , Bag o f 2 4  .  . lb.
P A N T R Y  A N D  SHELF 
W I I L K ; . ....................... . . . . . . . : . ; „ . d / L 4 7 c
R P C A h I-nlnc, n  y i r .DiVkHU Sliced, 24 oz. lonves ........... ....... 4 t /o r ^ jC
SU G A R  S N A C K S  r : r  ' : , .  . . .  , , .  r . ,  2 7 c  
COFFEE su„.,,c .,„  6 9 c
KLEENEX All eVdors ----- . . . .  . W et, pkK, 2  foi-69C
K A R O  S Y R U P  . 11, ue, ..........L  ..... 3 8 c
BLUE BREEZE JU cent# off . . . . . . . . .  Klnu size 1 ‘<47
BLUE BREEZE g cent* off ___ ____Glnnt size 8 3 c
LUX LIQ U ID  15 ............. ..  KitiK ,ii-.'99c
PR A IS E  Toilet ffooi'i, Hekulnr l)i»rs __ _ 2  for37C
I | i y  I c^nl ti»le. ' p  . .
LUA ToUrt Sof»p, rainbow piu'k, bnr.i . .. J f o r ^ ^ C
4 9 t








P ric e s  E ffe c tiv e  
F e b ru a ry  1 9 , 2 0  an d  2 1
D ry  B e lt  N e t te d  
G em s, c e llo  1 . 25 lb 99c
F resh  G re e n , 
f u l l  P ods .  . . lb .
>
TAGS I KEM>WKA DAILY COUBIEB, THPE8.. FEB. H. IK$
M o n e y  Spent For W a n t Ads M akes M o n ey  For You. —  Dial 4 4 4 5
Births For Rent Property For Sale
KURZ — Bom to Mr. and Mrs. 
Roland Kurz. Canadian Explora­
tion. a son, in Saskatoon Hospital 
OQ Christinas Eve., Dec. 24, 1958. 
1 would like to hear from anyone 
wanting to write. My address is 
Mrs. Roland Kurz. 32l-8lh St. E.. 
Saskatoon, Sask.
Deaths
ATTRACTIVE 2 ROOM SUITE— 
Nicely furnished, bathroom and 
laundry, oil heat, private en­
trance and close in. Phone 6290.
t f
ROOM FURNISHED SUITE -  
Newly decorated, private bath, 
well heated, electric stove and 
refrigerator, $50.00. Phone
FTjWlSHED BACHELOR SUITO 
D«a Mar Apts, for 4 months. Im­
mediate possession. Phone 64MSCHUBERT — Funeral service for the late Mathilda Schubert, 
b e l o v e d  wife of J  ulius Schubert of or apply Ste. 12 
556 Glenwood Avc, will be held 
from the First Lutheran Church 
on Friday, Fpb 20, at 3 p.m. Rev.
L, E, Jones will conduct the serv­
ice, interment in The Lakeview 
Memorial Park Cemetery. Sur­
viving Mrs. Schubert is her hus­
band, one brother and three 
sisters. Several nephew.s and 
nieces. Day’s Funeral Service 
Ltd. is in charge of the arrange­
ments. 1®®
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phono 2215. tf
PRICED REDUCED T O  $ 9 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
Situated on Okanagan Boulevard 
This home is just spotless and together with the following 
features make it an excellent buy. The lot is landscaped, 
contains a carport and brick barbecue. There are three bed­
rooms, colored bathroom fixtures and tiling, gas heating, fully 
finished rumpus room with f'replace and owner will take
F U u f  ra°CE^$9.000: FIRST MTO. $3200 — AWo INTEREST 
532 Per Month — Taxes last year were $115.00.
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3227
Cars And Trucks
1958 7-PASSENGER BUS — Write 
Box 202 Lumby, or phone Lumby
3321. in
FOR SALE — 1959 CHEVROLET 
Impala 4-door hardtop, fully 
equipped. $500.00 off list. Trade 
accepted Phone Penticton col­
lect 2849. 169
Legal
BACHELOR SUITE -  Half block 
from town. lied sitting room, kit-i 
chen, bathroom, stove and fiidg., 
oil heat. $55 caU 2125. tf
Funeral Homes
The Interior’s finest Mortuary
DAT’S riJNEKAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
In suitable surroundings 
1665 EUls .St.
FOR RENT — MARCH 1. NEW 
3 bedroom home. Gas heating and 
cooking. Range included. Central 
location. $100.00 per month. Ap­
ply 1935 Richter St., or phone 
3066. 167. 169,. 170
4~ b ed r o o m  h ou se^ on '  o x - 
FORD Avc., $65.00 month. Apply 
461 Rose or phone 7030. 168
W anted To Rent
ROBERT
H.
lYOUhlG r e s p o n s ib l e  Couple 
Phone 2204; urgently require 2 bedroom house 
H i by April 5. Close in. Phone 4816. 
“ I 171
Coming Events
PTA AUCTION SALE — SAT­
URDAY. Feb. 21. 7:30 p.m. at 
the Glenmorc School. Donations 
(no clothing), to be left at the 
school Friday and Saturday. 
Everyone welcome. 167
KELOWNA HOSPITAL Women's 
Auxiliary home cooking sale in 
O. L. Jones, Feb. 21. Starts 11 
B.m. 1®®
Board and Room
BOARD AND ROOM FOR BUSI­
NESSMEN in comfortable home. 





Protect yourself from winter cold 
and summer heat by insulating 
now with this low cost material. 
Shavings insulation can be blown 
^directly into your attic by our 
_ 'blower equipped truck. The sav-
BEAUTY COUNSELOR PRO- ings should quickly compensate 
DUCTS. Free presentations.!for the moderate cost. Phone S. 
Jean Hawes, Phone 4715. tf M. Simpson Ltd. at 3411.
TRY IT FREE — In your home 
or In our store. It may give you 
relief from pain. No obligation to 
buy. Niagara Health Appliances,
513 Lawrence Avc. Phone 4806.
tf
STOP DANDRUFF. EX (:E^ivE  
falling hair, itchy or scaly scalp, 
with Lanex, the marvellous Lan­
olin scalp treatment. Only $1.95 
jar. Satisfaction or money back, 
at Long Super Drugs and 
Trench’s Pharmacy. 166
Business Personal
d e a l e r s  in  a l l  TYPES UF
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supp%s; new and used 
w&e rope; pipe and fittings, cham 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 









Situated on very 
well landscaped 




patio for summer 
living. In addition 
to the 3' good 
sized bedrooms. 




kitchen with nook 
a.nd utility and 
laundry room. 
With a new gas 
forced air furn­
ace and hot water 
tank. This home 
Is extremely com­
fortable and 
would ideally suit 
a small family 






Day - - • - • 3146 
Evenings Bill Goodwin 3814 
164, 166, 168
SAWDUST . . .
THE ECONOMY FUEL
M. SIMPSON LTD has saw­
dust fuel available for imme^- 
attc delivery to Kelowna and Dis­
trict customers. We also have 
mechanical loader equipment for 
those wishing to get sawdust in 
their own trucks. Contact Simp­
son’s Fuel Office. Phone 3411.
163, 165, 166
N E W  L IS T IN G S
2 bedroom stucco bungalow in 
South end. Large landscaped 
lot with garage. Full price 
$6500.00 with $3,000.00 down.
FOR SALE—1947 Hudson Com­
modore Six, motor in fair shape, 
but needs rear end repair. This 
car has customed radio and 
clean inside. Will make even 
trade for saddle horse, or sell 
at any reasonable offer. CaU at 
2277 Richter St. tf
4 room cottage in North end 
close to school and store. Gas 
furnace, utility room. A very 
good buy at S6500.00 with $2800 
down.
Jo h n sto n  &  T a y lo r
r e a l  ESTATE AND .
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg.
Phone 2846







The GoTcmment of 
The Frovlnce of British Columbia 
Form No. 13 (Section 40)
• LAND ACT”
NoUee of Intention to Apply to 
Purchase Land
In Land Recording District of 
Osoyoos Division of Yale District. 
On the west side of Okanagan 
Lake, cast of and adjacent to, 
Highway 97. at Greata Ranch, 
south of the MunicipaUty of 
Pcachland, B.C.
Take notice that WilUam Keith 
Long of Pcachland, B.C., occupa­
tion fruit farmer, intends to ap­
ply for permission to purchase 
the foll9wing described lands: 
Commencing at a post plant­
ed. At British Columbia Legal 
Survey Marker located at the 
north west corner of District Lot 
2536 O.D.Y.D. thence west 3.2 
1 chains (m/1) to right-of-way of 
i Highway 97; thence south-caster- 
|ly 5.1 chains (m/1) along right- 
jof-way of Highway 97 then<H: due 
north for a distance of 3.9 chains 
to the point of commencement 
(m/1) and containing 0.6 acres 
more or loss.
The purpose for which the land 
is required is agriculture.
WILLIAM KEITH LONG. 
Dated January 29, 1959.
WATER
Articles W anted
WAN'TED TO BUY — 18 to 25 
outboard motor, not over 2 years 
old, for cash. Box 642, West Sum- 
erland. Phone 6506 W.S. 168
T h e  D a ily  C o u rie r
RATES
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-tf
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowers, tiUers, power 
e)3ain saws and aU smaU power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave.
Th.. Sat-tf
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing, printing, and en- 
Isrsins
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 





insertion ____ per word 3<
consecutive
insertions per word 2\^t 
6 consecutive insertions
or more __ _ per word 2t
Classified Display
One insertion — ------ $1.12 inch
3 consecutive
insertions ___    1.05 inch
6 consecutive insertions
or more .................  .95 inch
Classified Cards
3 count linos daily 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 months 8.50 month petent 
Each additional line 2.00 month!
WANTED—USED TYPEWRITER 
in good condition. Reasonable. 
Phone 2598. 16®
M U L T IP L E  L IS T IN G  
STA R TS  M A R C H  1st
Phone 2332 or Call at 
280 Bernard Avc. 
for full particulars 
why
MULTIPLE LISTING 
is THE way to 
list your home.
O K A N A G A N  
IN V E S T M E N T S  LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1909 
50 Years in Business
^56  FA IR LA N E
Heater,
$ 2 2 9 5
fT.D. Hardtop V8. 
[blue and white. 
(W.W. Perfect .
The Government of The Province 
of British Columbia
Form No. 16 (Section 87) 
j  LAND ACT
to
(^ntinued from page one 
solids are removed.
Mr. ’Trueman also pointed out 
the city extended the sewage dis­
charge pipe into Okanagan lake 
from 7()0 to 1,500 feet several 
years ago. The pipe now drops 
off sharply into deep water,
Dr. George Athans, president 
of Kelowna Aquatic, equally was 
surprised over Dr. Clarke's 
charges regarding contaminated 
water at the Aquatic pool
As far as I’m concerned, 
there have been no serious prob­
lems in tha past . . . and any 
health hazards attributed to the 
Aquatic pool. In my jiersonal ex­
perience, have been just as pre­
valent in any other part of the 
Kelowna swimming areas. These 
health problems at their worst, 
have been minor."
PROBE COMPLAINT 
Dr. Athans indicated the Aqua­
tic executive will look into the 
complaint "if it exists” . He said 
the public can be assured that 
every precaution will continue to 
be taken to safeguard health.
A. R. Pollard, nresident of Kel­
owna Board of Trade, also ix)int- 
ed out Dr. Clarke's superiors 
(the Department of Health) had 
approved Kelowna's sewage dis­
posal plans, and they did not 
say it was necessary to chlorin­
ate the effluent. The trade board 
will discuss the matter at the 
next executive meeting.
Aid. Jackson also produced 
letters, signed by Dr. Clarke, 
conqilimcntlng the city on its ex­
cellent water.
One letter, dated Feb. 10, 1958,
j Notice of Intention to apply 
j lease Land
In Land Recording District of 
Osoyoos Division of Yale, ad­
joining cast boundary of Lot 539,
O.D.Y.D. .
Take notice that E. 0. Wood of 1 noted there was no confammation






' 5 7  P O N T IA C
MODERN 10 ROOM HOUSE —
6 rooms on first floor, 4 in base­
ment. Double plumbing, wood and 1 
sawdust furnace. Very large 
livingroom, oak floors, fire­
place. Wired for electric range. 
Large lot. Price $11,000.00. For 
particulars phone 7062. tf
V8 Fordor Pathfinder. Love-r 
ly condition with heater, seat 
covers, light 
green. Only .
! Kelowna, B.C., Land Surveyor 
I intends to apply for a lease of 
the following described lands;—
I Commencing at a post planted 
on the easterly boundary of Lot 
539, O.D.Y.D. being the high 
water mark of Okanagan Lake 
thence S.41°E. a distance of 8 
chains; thence S.IO’W. a distance 
of 20 chains; thence S.75°W. a 
distance of 7 chains more or less 
to a point on the easterly bound­
ary of Lot 539; thence in a north­
erly direction along the said 
I easterly boundary to the point of 
commencement, and containing 
30 acres, more or less, for the 
purpose of log booming ground.
S. M. SIMPSON. LTD.
E. 0. WOOD, Agent. 
Dated January 29, 1959.
in the city water out of 180 tests, 
. . . “we feel that the water sup­
ply for the City of Kelowan is 
now a distinct asset to the com-
when new water pipes are la- 
stalled.
FULLEST CO-OPERATION
Aid. Jackson remarked city 
councU "has done everything 
possible”  to co-operate with Dr. 
Clarke. At the medical health 
officer's suggestion, the domestic 
water Intake pipe was moved to 
Poplar Point, at a cost of $200,- 
000; a $210,000 addition was built 
to the sewage plant; the city 
contributed $21,500, plus land, for 
the new health unit, now valued 
at $87,000: a m eat Inspection by­
law was approved: fluorine was 
added to water, and canneries 
and processing plants have In­
stalled "settling beds” at the 
request of the city to prevent 
contamination of water.
I don't know what more we 
could do,” Aid. Jackson remark­
ed. fie was particularly critical 
over the fa9t  that Dr. Garke’s 
report dealt mostly with contam­
ination of water in the Kelowna 
area. He made little mention of 
Penticton and other lakeside 
communities.
Dr. Clarke has been MHO for 
more than seven years.
LIST CHARGES 
Dr. Clarke claimed the Kel­
owna Aquatic pool shows gross 
contamination during summer 
months; that there was a high in­
cidence of bather’s itch last sum­
mer, due to infected snails, and 
that there is need for safe water 
supply at park and picnic sites.
Dealing with domestic water, 
he made the following charges:
1. Thirteen percent (7,00(1 
people) of th e . total population 
drink raw contaminated domestic 
water in Winfield, South Kelowna, 
Naramata, East Penticton, Okan­
agan Falls, South Okanagan 
Lands project, and Kaleden.
2. Sixty-one percent (32,410) of 
the total population is served by 
chlorinated domestic water.
3. Twenty percent of 280 in-
munity and one that very few | dividual wells tested were con' 
in any cities in thi.s province can laminated 
match," "Dr. Clarke wrote in a
letter at that time.
City hall correspondence re­
vealed that Dr. Clarke, in an­
other letter to city council, noted 
only minor cantamination in 
domestic water last year, this 
was due to new water pipes be­
ing installed at that time. The
situation has since been rectified. 1 Kelowna sewage plant effluent 
This is a normal expectation to prevent lake contamination.
$2195 STOCK QUOTATIONS
Articles For Sale
\VM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and Interior 
parting, paper hanging. Phone 
I'our requirements now, 3578.
M. Th. tf
40” RCA NATURAL GAS RANGE 
with timer and griddle. Excellent 
condition. Phone 4621. 168
ACME WHITE ENAMEL WASH­
ER in ■’ood condition. $40.00. 
Phone 3845. 16®
Stuck at home for lack of some­
one to care for the kids? A classi­
fied ad quickly gets you a corn- 
baby-sitter. Dial 4445.
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOT 
in Kelowna 67’ frontage, close to| 
lake. National housing approved. 
For particulars phone 4695 eve-1 
nings. 154,160,166
1 9 5 3  CHEVROLET
^Deluxe Fordor, heater, ra-J 
[dio, auto, trans., yellow and) 
[white paint.
[A lovely car . . $ 12 9 5 ;
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Cafe, Store and Filling Station, 101 
acres irrigated. Turnover ap­
proximately $5,600.00. Full price I 
$35,000. For further details con­
tact L. M. Sexsmith, RR No. 1, 
Osoyoos. 175
Position W anted
VISIT O. L. JDNES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, fo r best buys! 513 
Bernard Avc. M-TH-tf
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps Cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phono 2674. ., tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! 2269 
Pandosy St., 3 Bedrooms — 
$12,000.00. $3,000 down. j
VIEW LOTS 
2 only — Okanagan Mission] 
$3,000.00 each or nearest offer. 
100 X 300. Reekie Agencies, 2531 
Lawrence Avc. Phone 2346. tf|
' 5 2  CHEVRO LET
5-pass. Sport Coupe, engine 
overhauled, < tQ O C
n e a t  ............... ^ 0 7  J
' 5 3 W IL L Y S
kFordor, lots of room and)
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Avc. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
(as a t 12 noon) . 
Today’s Eastern Prices 
AVERAGES
4. Water survey shows that it 
is dangerous to drink surfafe 
water in the South Okanagan 
without boiling or chlorination.
5. Railway trains are contam- 
anting raw water sources.
6. Kelowna fringe area requires 
safe chlorinated water supply.





Utilities +  .19
Toronto
Industrials — .02
Golds +  .03
Base Metals — .31
Oils 4- .45
► economy
►at ------- $ 695 ;
EXCHANGE
|U.S. — 2%%
l u . K .  — 2.72V2
INDUSTRIALS
Are You
WELL DIGGING AND CLEAN­
ING and cement rings supplied. 
Phono 7588. tf
d r a p e s  EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phono 24M. ' i t
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al­
terations. Phone 2028. tf
Help W anted (M ale)
2 MEN W m FcA R S AND AM 
BITION to assist sales manager 
on direct to consumer sales., Ap­
ply Mr. Crossley, Royal Anne 
Hotel, 2 p.m., Tlmrsdny. 166
M IL L W R IG H T  
fo r 3 0 M  D a ily  G ut 
S a w m ill
Gang saw sharptmlng, experience 
preferred, but not necessary.,
P|IONE ZM7 KELOWNA, or 




l o s t  BETt^ENliELO W NA and 
Chute Lake road, one car tin 
chain. Phone 8095. 10
l o s t  d o w n t o w n  SATOUDAY
— Ladies wrist watch. Westfield. 
Finder please plvonc 4076 or call 
1470 St. Paul-_______________
Read this message. It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD
In  T h e  D a lly  C o u rie r
Beginning today, in co-operation with the
D O  IT  N 0 \W  C A M P A IG NV
and on behalf of the unemployed persons in 
Kelowna and area.
T h e  K e lo w n a  D a ily  C o u rie r  
w ill  p u b lis h  w ith o u t  cost 
O ne T h re e -D a y  W a n t  A d  
in  ''P o s it io n s  W a n te d ''
to each person presenting an Unemployment Book to
T h e  C la s s ifie d  C o u n te r  
TH E K E L O W N A  C O U R IER
An efficient Ad-wrltcr wlU help you write your nd.,It will bo' 
pubikshed for three day.i without cost to you. This offer i.s to 
Individuals who are seeking a Job. It is not applicable ,lo 
business firms and contractors who want n group of Jobs to do, 
U Is to pld the unemployed and make better business for all,
Property W anted
12 OR 3 BEDROOM HOME FOR I 
cqsh if reasonable. Call No. 4 ,1 
Red Top Auto Court, Vernon Rd. I
1681
You couldn’t carry your mcr- 
I chandise to , every door in town I 
seeking buyers . . . but a classi­
fied ad quickly tells thousands]
I what you have for sale. Dial 4445.
M ortgages And 
Agreements
I HELP THE WINTER WORK | 
program — To renovate, buy, or 
build, S C O  Reekie Insurance 
Agencies, Loaning Corrc.spondont, 
Canada Permanent Mortgage 
Corporation, 253 Lawrence Avc.,
I phono 2346. tf
WE HAVE TWO OR THREE 
first mortgages at good discounts 
Hvnllablc for immediate sale. If 
you are InlcrcKtcd in Investing 
llcvcn a small amount of money] 
las n part of one of these Invest-1 
mertta, the return wUT he no lcs,s 
than tV/r on your invcstlncnt. 
Reekie Insurahco Agencies, 253: 
jLnwrcncc Avc., Kelowna, B.C, tf ]
i^OTE(GMYOU^^^
For nn INVESTMENT in COM­
MERCIAL PROPERTY cspccinl- 
ly designed to yield B’/o plus j 
CAPITAL GAIN. Wltliout obllgu- 
tion write or phone for pnrticulnrs | 
to HAROLD M. BELL. 1483 Bal­
four Street, Penticton, B.C. Phone | 
6912. Resident Okanagan repre­
sentative for Westmorland In- 
veatmentfl Limited. 186 j
'5 3 -  FO RD
Mainline Tudor, heater, sig­

































$ 2 7 5  
$ 1 2 9 5  
. $ 7 9 5  
. $ 3 9 5  
$ 2 2 5
NICE SELECTION 
PICKUPS
$ 5 5 0  -  $ 1 2 0 0
' % 'll FOR SURE
i l l i ' p E s u i r s , ' ' h )'
V,.,-'
i'K' TR Y  A
.............. 'A; i'




WIVES, pari Or lUU tl 
phone call i« nil. RemuneraUon 
high for , right peraon. Please 
phoptk Mr: A. Croaelcy. Royal 
Anne Hotel. Thursday, Feb. ip. 
aner 2 p.m. ' 186
m ONEM IS
m C O tn U E B  WANT ADS
Position W anted
WANTED -  HOUSEWORK BY 
the hour. Phono 4038, 107
e x p e r ie n c e d  PA lN rail AND 
decorator will do n professional 
job'nt an Inexpensive rate. Con­
tact II. Pclcr Kuchn, 4963. 160
1,1 wr' f.' ,'i 'I
.,i( *
Export# of British radio cquli>- 
ment in 1958 reached 1:45,000.000 




o f News Pictures
PUBLISilED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our plrotogrnphcr. 
It l9 easy to get souvenir
8hoto.i of the time you woro,ln w now#. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
album.
Largo Glosey 6% * 8%' 
Only $1.00 ■
No rbona Ordcra riease








FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE 
you buy ask us about our low 
cost Financing Servlifo with com­
plete insurance coverage, Car- 
ruthers St Mciklo Ltd., 304 Ber­
nard Ave., KoloWnn,
152; L53, 154, 104,105, 100







llnd Ace Corpn 38%.
Inter Nickel 88%




Ok. Hcl Pfd 9%
Ok. Phone U
Powell River 41%
A. V. Roc 12%
Steel of Can 74'A
Walkers 35
Weston "A” 40
West Ply 17 %
I Woodward's "A" 20
. OILS & GAS




Homo Oil "A” 19%














North Ont Gas 15%








































W e  h a v e  b ee n  in s tru c te d  b y  a F IN A N C E  
C O M P A N Y  to  liq u id a te  th is  f in e
1958 INTERNATIONAL
MODEL A.IOO
Mileage 1,400. Heater and Radio. New winter tires.
NO TRADE OR TERMS —  STRICTLY CASH 
$1937
OKANAGAN D!STRIBUT!NG CO.
1632 PANDOSY ST. —  PHONE 3322
DAILY CROSSWORD
5 . ---------- and
outs
















Auatralia in 1957 had 53,200 
factories e m p l o y i n g  1,003,000 
workers, compared wUli 28,900 
and 505,000 workers in 1038.
FREE FABSAOE 
, BriUsU parents cmlgraMOd . 
Auatraliq may take any ntimbe^ 

















All Can Dlv 
Cdn Invest Fund 
Divers "B” 
Grouped Income 























21. Of forc.sts 


























10, The Mcrri- 
inac's 
opponent


























It □ □ □ Id  u a u u  
niduidn bfliairi
m  larduauHia 







neig h bo rs  ItUSSlA
Finland % the only European 
country with an extensive com 
mon border wHh Russia that 
does not have a Ck)mmunl8t  gov 
crnmcnL , v
( l I ♦ *y 7 B » o
II i 11IS 1 (4
Ift' 577 '
•T %10. 19 to
!(“ 11 as l4
i %JT ' 14. ]|37 2$ If
IX %i f / 1 fTli' )M. $PST I2T
7 T I H r
DOWN
1. Largo silk 
'  kerchief
2, Intractable
3, King k  the 
bonst.s
4. Apex
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’# how lo work Itj 
A X Y D L H A A X R  
, ' is L O  N O F E L L O  W
One letter simply stnnda for another. In ibis somplo A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for Iho two O'n, etc, Single letters, nimslrophlcs, 
the length on(| formation of the words tore all hints. Each day tho 
code letters are different,
Y W G V Q R « W K T  l A W J L I f l K -  
R K L Y M . W G I Q R P I Q  O Y E .7 Q W-  
W J 8 J Z K W Y,  G Q L Z S J Z'  W K C J T 
- O I M C J T /  '
Yesterday’. '  Cryploquotel ' I ^I KYTI I AT ENDEAR TO 
1 ABOLISH VICE, DESTROY ALSO VIRTUE -  BROWNE.
THE OLD HOME TOW N By Stanley
_ u n  I KB> wArnna  u p  ¥Cntt A CALL. 
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BELIEVE IT  OR NOT
.o r f O S ^ A  CAT OWNED B y  
H'** VINCENT NERR̂  
GOES F IS H IN G  N IG H T L y  
AND A U W S  BRINGS H O M S  
H IS  C A T C H —  wtUm^on, NJC.
HEALTH COLUMN
Here's Suggested Diet 
For Tjred Executives
KELOWNA DAILY CODRIEB. IHIJIUB.. FEB. 19. 19S9 PAGE l|
By Herman N. Bundesen, MJD.
I wrote a column a short time 
ago about how many executives 
become tired and lose much of 
their drive and ambition simply 
because they eat Inadequate 
meals, particularly breakfast and 
lunches.
Since then a number of har­
ried businessmen have asked me 
just what they should cat.
Well, that put me on the spot.,
SPECIAL DIET
I looked around for a special 
diet for the tired executive—and 
I found one. Several years ago
t^SC K
O N  A 
e U lL D IN C  
m  t h e . Strand 
u in d o n . 
Enqiand  
T H A T  
HOUSESA 
T A V E R N  
K M A  
BM tm
TW  010 MAIDS WHO KEPT A 
OEAO HORSE M  TtSIR PARLOR'
ANGUINA and BLOSSOM SWEAT
o f B ad fo rd , N.H.
WERE SO FOND O F THEIR  HORSE 
TH A T  WHEN IT  D IED  THEy H A D  
IT  STUFFED AND M O U N TE D -  
Amo DtSPLAYED IT  M  FULL 
H AH m S IN  W £m  HOME FOR TTS 
RtMMNOEJt O f THEIR LIVES
C^ ’̂cAMPBELL
• F  Wail*. Haven, C o m  
BECAME A 
GRAHPFATHEI? 
FOR TH E  9 ™  T IM E  
ONTHER^DAV 
OF THE R w  MONTH  
AND FOR THE l l™  T IM E  
ON TH E  i r ^  D A V  
O F  TH E  n ™  MONTH
three Chicago physicians under 
took some extensive research on 
"Exhaustion in the Young Busi­
ness Executive” and came up 
with a special diet.
So here is a "Suggested Diet 
for Fatigued Executives" as 
recommended by Drs. Sidney 
Portis, Irving Zitman and Charles 
Lawrence In a report in the 
Journal of the American Medical 
Association:
DAILY EATLNG
Foods to Include daily:
Cereal and bread: whole grain 
or enriched, four or more serv­
ings.
M pt, poultry or fish: Two 
servings or more.
Eggs: At least three a week 
Vegetables; At least two serv' 
ings a day: one serving or more 
should be of a green or yellow 
vegetable.
Potatoes: At least one serving 
Fruits: At least two servings 
one serving should be of citrus 
fruit or melon; avoid the syrup 
of canned fruits.
Milk: One pint or more 
Water; Six to eight glasses 
(this may include coffee or tea) 
FOR DESSERT 
Desserts: Fruit as specified 
simple puddings, fruit gelatin
simile cakes (pound or sponge 
cake without icing), sim^e 
cookies.
Fats: As needed'and dbsired.
Now here is a sample daily 
menu using these foods: 
Breakfast: Orange juice, oat­
meal, poached egg, toast, butter, 
coffee (no sugar).
Lunch: Tomato juice, broiled 
trout, asparagus, comblMtlon 
salad with dressing, bread, fruit 
cup, butter, tea or coffee (no 
sugar).
SAMPLE DINNER
Dinner: Chicken broth with 
rice, broiled lamb chops, baked 
potato, julienne carrots, salad, 
bread, butter, baked custard, tea 
or cof(ee (again, no sugar).
In addition to this, you should 
drink a six ounce glass of milk 
at 10 a.m., another at 3 p.m 
and a third before bedtime. For 
Ihe bedtime snack you can also 
aave crackers, cereal or toast and 
some fruit.
And there you have it—a day’s 






MONTREAL (CP)—The Cana-, —------- ----------- --------- —
dian National Railways describedlsubject to some fluctuations and 
as "preposterous” a report that depend on traffic levels and sea-brief to council. It is to be for-in 1840.
the publicly-owned corporation 
plans to lay off 9,000 workers 
acn»3 Canada.
A railway spokesman said 
there "is no foundation” to a 
claim in a brief of the Trans- 
cona. Man., local of the Broth- 
erbo^  of Locomotive Firemen 
and Englnemen that layoffs of 
Uiis magnitude are planned.
‘Our employment levels are
QUESTION AND ANSWER
R. T.; What is the cause of 
warts on the bottom of the feet, 
and what is the best and quickest 
way to remove them?
Answer: These are called
plantar warts, the cause of 
which is unknown. They may be 
very stubborn, and various treat 
ments have been used, including 
local medication, freering, radi­
ation and surgical removal.
NORTHERN MICE
Canada’s far north has two 
types of lemmings, small rodents 
—the brown lemming and the col 
lared, or grey, lemming.
ROYAL FOREST
The Forest of Dean, covering 
20,000 acres in Gloucestershire 
England, has been crown prop­
erty since the 11th century.
BURMA MISSIONARY
Adoniram Judson, an American 
missionary who died in 1850 
transla te  the Bible into the Bur­
mese language.
sonal variations.” he added.
Transcona c o u n c i l  Monday 
night endorsed an appeal for rep­
resentation in the House of Com­
mons against the proposed lay> 
off of more than 100 CNR t l i^  
men in Transcona. The layoff Is 
expected about March 15.
J. S. Gendron, chairman of the 
Transcona local, presented the
warded to lAurier Regnler (PC-1 
S t Boniface) requesting that h«| 
raise the issue In the Ammons, I 
The brief said 9,000 workers I 
are expected to be laid oft by| 
the,CNR across Canada.
The first a d h e s i v e  postage I 
stamps were the British penny I 
black and twopenny blue. Issued]
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER










4Q 1082 4 7 9 3
(fSS VQJIO
4 7 6  4 A 3 2
A()J1084
SOUTH 
4 A K 5  
WAKTi  
4 K J S  
4 7 6 3  
The bidding:
South West North East 
1 4  Pass 2 4  Pass 
2NT Pass 3 4  Pass 
4 4
Opening lead—queen of clubs. 
In suit contracts, declarer’s 
trump management can be a 
matter of extreme importance.
Observe this hand where Wes't 
led a club which East won with 
the ace. Noting the club shortage 
in dummy. East returned the 
queen of heart in an effort to re­
duce dummy's ability to ruff 
clubs.
Declarer took the heart with 
the ace. ruffed a club in dummy, 
returned to his hand with a 
trump, and ruffed another club. 
He then attacked diamonds, at­
tempting to force out the ace, but 
East wisely refrained from win­
ning the diamond until the third
time the suit was led.
As a result, declarer went down 
one, losing a trick in each suit. 
But South missed his opportunity 
to make the contract when he 
too-hurriedly ruffed his clubs in 
dummy.
When East returned a trump at 
trick two. South would' have 
been better advised to cash both 
high trumps and then immedi­
ately force out the ace of dia­
monds. In this way he would have 
maintained contact with dummy 
both for the pu r^se  of ruffing 
his clubs and making use of dum­
my’s established diamonds.
Had declarer pursued this line 
of play, he would have lost only 
three tricks—a heart, a diamond, 
and a club. By delaying the club 
ruffs, he would have guaranteed 
himself the vital entry to dummy 
necessary to take full advantage 
of the established diamond suit.
The principle involved is one of 
timing. Both clubs and diamonds 
must be played by declarer at 
some stage of the proceedings, 
but declarer, as a matter of self- 
interest, must see to it that the 
diamond plays come first.
East could have delivered a de­
cisive blow at trick two had he 
returned a club instead of a 
trump. This thrust would have re­
sulted in South’s defeat for rea­
sons already stated.
In the same way that it was 
vital and beneficial to declarer to 
lead diamonds ahead of clubs, it 
was equally important for the de­
fense to compel South to ruff 
clubs before he got the diamond 
suit going.
British Politicians Sure April 
W ill Bring Prosperity Budget
LONDON (Routers) — Politi­
cians of nil partio.s arc predicting 
a "piaisperity” budget In April 
for what is widely e.\pectod to be 
Britain's general I'lection year, 
SupiMirters o( Prime Minister 
Mncmlllnn c 1 a i m the recent 
mnrkerl strengthening of the na- 
tionnl economy provide* suffi­
cient justification for the admin­
istration to give taxpayers con­
siderable concessions without lay­
ing Itself open to the taunt of 
election window-dressing.
But there l.s belief thnt the aim 
of the govornmont will bo to give 
the kind of relief that may hc.st 
helj) to dispel Bomo of the clouds 
of regional unemployment.
TKo numl)or of jobless Uds win 
ter has toppwl the 500,000-mnrk 
Pollticinns forecast some bold 
expansionist monsurcs nlmed to
stimulnte industrial production 
and thus , reduce some of the 
pockets of unemployment.
Trensury chief Derick llenth- 
cont Amory will, It Is suggested, 
rclonse new domestic purchnslng 
15ower by n cut In direct income 
lax of anything up to n shilling 
on the top standard rate of eight 
shilling,s nnd sixpence in the 
IKiund.
ROMAN RULE
Chester,' the country sent of 
Cheshire in Englnnd, wn.s hend- 
quartons of n Roman legion for 
three centuries.
UTMOST COLD
Absolute zero, at which all 
molecular action Is believed to 





(This dny’.s influences .should 
prove highly inspinuionni to 
those who nre engaged in , In­
tellectual, artistic and cultural 
pursuits, All enn have a satis­
factory day, howcver-7esneclnlly 
If they make U a |>olnt to be tact­
ful. Don’t let |H;tl.v disucssiofis 
assume major pro|iortluns.
FOR THE niRTIIDAV
If tomorrow Is ,vour birthday, 
you should find the next year 
marked by fine oiHwrtunltle.i to 
gut ahead bofh business-wise 
and In n personal way. Dp make 
(ho most of goo<l influences by 
which Pliccnns nre governed dur­
ing 1959, and look fur exception­
ally good breaks, in late April, 
early May, mid-June, mhWuly 
nnd ih December.
You will have an opixirtunlty 
to travel In lute July nnd. If you 
do take a trip during this period, 
whether for bu.slness or' pleasure, 
you should find It highly stimu­
lating, Domestic and sentimental 
matters »houl4 prosiwr fqr most 
of the year n h e n d ^ n d  social 
nctlvtUes should prove exception 
ally Interesting in mld-ycnr; also 
In December. In Ml activities, bo 
especially conservative In Nch 
November.
A child bom on this day will 




4:05 You Asked for It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 Lost and Found 
5:35 Road Report 
5:40 Rambling 
6:00 News; Sports 
6:10 Rambling 
7:00 CBC News 
7:15 Roundup and Talk 
7:30 Sweet and Sour 
8:00 Theatre 
8:30 Citizens Forum 
9:10 B.C. Forum News 
9:15 Concerto Time 
1C:00 News 
10:15 B.C. Indians 
10:30 Back to the Bible 
11:00 News; Sports 
11:10 Thoughts and Themes 
11:30 Sign-off 
FRIDAY 
6:15 Sign On 
6:16 News in a Minute 
6:17 Earlybird Show 
6:45 Chapel in the Sky 
7:00 News 
7:05 Earlybird Show 
7:30 News 
7:35 Earlybird Show 
8:00 News; Sports 




9:05 Over the Back Fence 
9:30 Money Man 
9:45 Over the Back Fence 
9:55 Club Calendar 
10:00 News 
10:05 Westward Ho 
10:30 The Entertainment World 
10:35 Westward Ho 
11:00 News 
11:05 Be My Guest 
11:10 Who Am I 
11:20 Be My Guest 
11:55 Stork Club 
12:00 Be My Guest 
12:15 News and Sports 
12:30 B,C. Farm Broadcast 
12:55 Time Out 
1:00 News 
1:05 Ladies’ Choice 
1:25 Women’s News 
1:30 For the Defence 
2:00 School Broadcast 
2:30 Famous Voices 
3:00, News 
3:05 Coffee Break 
3:30 Star Time 
4:00 News (Prairie)
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 New-s 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 People’s Exchange 
5:.35 Road Report 
5:40 Rambling 
6:00 Ncw.s and Sports 
6:10 Rambling 
7:00 CBC News 
7:10 Roundup nnd Talk 
7:30 Echoes of the Highlands 
8:30 Tlic Nation’s Biusiness 
8:45 The Frank Parker Show 
9:00 Curtain Time 
10(00 Kt*ws
10:15 Rhythm nnd Ren.son 
10:30 Back to the Bible 
11:00 Ncw.s nnd Sports 
11:10 Thoughts nnd 'Dicmcs 
11:30 Sign-off 
SATURDAY 
6:15 Sign On 
6:10 New.s in a Minute 
6:17 Earlybird Show 
7:00 New.s i
7:05 Earlybird Show 
7;.10 Nc'W.s 
7:35 Earlybird Show 
8:00 CBC News 
8:10 Sports 
8:15 Earlybird Show 
8:30 Mantovnni 
8; 45 Earlybird Show 
9(00 Chlldf-cn's Story Hour 
0(15 Back to the Bible 
9(45 Kiddies' Comer 
10(00 Ngvvs
10(05 Operation Moon Sntdllto 
10:20 GunKiuoku '
11:00 News 
11:05 Bo My Quest 
12(00 Bo My Gucsit 
12(15 New.s nnd Sports 
12:30 In Your Cittrden 
12:45 Showtime 
1:00 News
1:05 Robert's Records 



















Make a date 
with









PROMPT PICKUP and 
DELIVERY at GEM
4 - H O U R  
Cleaning Service
G E M
Cleaners, (failora, Furriers 
Ltd.




, PONT ICNOW YET POPS. X-W 
HALF EXPECTING ACEMAIN 
PARTY TO CAO.
\ m
f̂ RYVMERc rrnsms, 
U-ntE SURFACE PdirrY 
IS BIOCKEO 6Y 
CREVASSES.
f WD renw  FW lACK to UTTIE W«RK» TOMIGHT, TOJL 
THE awmral vaxv. have to wrk around -we cvock to finish }
VTUG006MTVAE. (N R  IKIUltf M'VB lM>C OHIY 4 0 0
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PAM /teiEASBS A FLARS.ANOA CAMEM 
MCmTEP /N Tfi'B MXR3/PS OP TUŜ QfMH*
PHOTOSJiAPh's TUe auvesiPE OP rue mooh.
A FEiVMINUTES LATEA-̂ TUEVAPPROACH \ 
I w e USHTEO SIPE OP THE MOW..
VVE'RE 60IN5 IN FORALANniUĴ
NOW, PAM/ I’M &OHS TO PASS 1 
LOW OVER ALPFWSUS(
ANO TRY TO LANO IN THE SEA,;
OF CLOUDS'
IP THATS ALPHONSUS 1 WATCH R5RTHB 
CRATER,IT LOOIC5A50UIET 1 AUN-,VIADH OBJECTi 
AS THE RB9TOFTH5MOON.!'W8 8AWINTHS6EA 
OF CLOOD9.'...WATCH 
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Kelowna 7070




BOY FROM TH' 
NEXT BLOCK.'
THEY’VE BEEN PRACTICIN’ 
GETTIN'ON EACH OTHERS 
SHOULDEI2S LIKE THAT 
FOR SOME TIME, AN’,
QUICK,LET'S hurry! 
ON HOME... / ---- -----*
A,.'' 'M-
^ J i L
lill
...MAYBE 1 SHOULD QUITfe 
PUTTIN’ PIES ONTH’ 







ARE , AMCKEV.. 
ONE PEACH.. PISTACHIO.. 
CH<DC0LATB..STRAW8ERKY- 
A LEMON ..AND A  
HNEAPPLEl ,




 ̂ I  KNOW 1 




SiCKt CAN'T J 
6 0  OUTl
BUT THIS IS THE NnSHTl I 





UNCA DONALD, THIS IS THE 
NI6HT yo u  PUT THE CANS 
OUT TO BE PICKED UP.' r -
WELL,THIS IS A FINE 
TIME TO REMIND AtE! $






A ds. . . .
You Are!
X  HOPE TUB COPS catch 
BLAZER! S B m  HM r  ' 
Bl&HT.FOf: RUmN' , 
our ON MB \NITH THBj 
llANK,̂  
l o o t !
l a
X 've  GOT TO e a r  r ip  o f  t h is
t r u c k  BE P O m  SPENCER COMES^ 
TO, S O I  WON'T BE CONNECTBp
/VlfANWHILB
(3lNNV,I'M W ORRIED 
ABOUT SPBNCBR/ -  
SHOULD BE BACK 
FROM THBMOVI ^ 
5B T? P /  N O W /
J  CAN'T TELL HER THAT 
HB'B REALLY A,
INSURANCBINVÊ  , 









t  PONT PIS THIS MOPCR4 
ART.,.r iVDNPBR WHYHB 
SiTIS HeRS IN THE
V/ASriNS SOMUCH
0BCAU3B irgBLAyes
mb, vduN(9 man... at
LGASTirPIPTlUj,, 
v o u c a m » a u j n s !I
>' ■'
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Fidel Castro's Social Reform 
Begins In Revolution Cradle
glance, but th« tourists seem toPAdE 19 KELOWNA DAILY CODKIEK. mUKS.. FEB. It, l i s t  
have become adjusted to it
YOGI LOAFS WHILE HIS GOLFING FRIENDS WORK
Yankee catcher Yogi Berra 
■hares a laugh with profes­
sional golfers Ruth Jessen, 
right, after thejr played a prac­
tice round on the links at St. 
Petersburg, Fla. Miss Romack 
of San Francisco, and Miss 
Jesson, of Seattle, are compet­
ing In the Women’s Open golf 
tourney. Yogi is just waiting 
for the Yankee spring training 
camp to open.
M OVIE COLUMN
Bob Hope Takes It Easy 
When Shooting Retakes
By BOB TIIOMA^ .playing audiences everywhere."





how Bob Hope takes it e asy - 
shooting retakes on a movie.
During his last television show, 
the hitherto indestructible Hope 
felt a fainting spell coming o n -  
right in the middle of his mono­
logue. He managed to finish his 
jokes, rested in his dressing room 
and completed the taping of the 
■how.
Ho went to Palm Springs for a 
rest, but on the golf course dis­
covered that his eyes couldn’t fol­
low the ball. He felt dizzy and 
one eye tiouded up. That sent 
him to the medics—fast.
His trouble was diagnosed as a 
blood clot in one ye. The doctor 
said it had been brought on by 
worry and overwork.
“You’ll have to slow down and 
not try to do so much,” Hope 
was told.
"But I can't, doc!” he pro­
tested. “ I’ve been doing this all 
my Ufe. I love going places and
By ROBERT BERBEXLEZ
HAVANA (AP)—Fidel Castro’s 
social revolution has just begun.
It promises to bo immeasurably 
more difficult than the military 
preliminaries that ended Jan. 1.
In dislodging dictator Fulgencio 
Batista. Castro wa.-i operating 
against a knawn quantity. Now 
he is up against the near-intan- 
gibles that have spawned more 
than half a century of uhcmploy- 
ment, poverty and disease on 
one hand, corruption and priv­
ilege on toe other.
Castro’s spadework (or reform 
is starting ,n the cradle of his 
revolution, improver ished eastern 
Cuba, among the giiajlros—the 
poor farm folk — of the Sierra 
Maestra.
NEW CROPS NEEDED
These are the tasks ahead: 
Recover and develop about 
7,500,000 acres of idle farm land 
that Castro says has been stolen 
from the government:
Find jobs for about 600,000 per­
sons chronically unemployed;
Convert millions ol acres of 
sugar cane fields to other pro­
ducts that will make Cuba less 
dependent otT foreign Imports.
The revolutionary government’s 
agricultural and tariff reform 
programs were drafted in the 
midst of the revolution by toe 
score or so of / professionals— 
lawyers and engineers—who took 
up arms with Castro,
In theory, toe application is 
simple.
Hector Goiricclaya, an agrono­
mist who studied at Iowa State 
College and works (or the min-
Unemployment Is still another 
major problem.
A recent United Nations survey 
said that of a working force of 
2,204,000 Cubans, only 1,592,000 
have permanent jobs. Of these, 
SGItOOO receive between $30 and 
$70 monthly. Sugar cane workers 
average from $30 to $40 a month 
on an average of five months’ 
work a year.
The Batista government last 
year fixed a minimum wage of 
$75 a month, but authorities say 
it was never enforced outside the 
Havana area.
Idealist that he apqpean in his 
crusade to elevate the lot of the 
Cuban people. Castro becomes a 
realist in assessing the Impor­
tance of leadership in carrying 
his program to fruitkui.
POWER
The prescription; Rest, and 
plenty ol it. Hope at bay was a 
sight to be seen, and I sought 
him out. But I found him on a 
stage at Parmount, doing a day’s 
retakes for his own film Alias 
Jesse James.
The doc doesn’t mind, as long 
I take it slow,” the comedian 
explained. “And I do. I just ac­
cept things as they come now. No 
racing around. No looking for 
audiences to play to. When I’m 
in a meeting and I feel my head 
starting to tighten up, I get out 
in a hurry.”
His breakneck trip to entertain 
U.S. troops abroad during the 
holidays brought the trouble on, 
he said.
He had fainting spells in Spain, 
Germany and Iceland, but kept 
on going. Now, he claims, he’s 
scared enough to slow down.
By SYDNEY BROOKES
TOKYO (Reuters)-A proposal^
that the imperial family belistry of agriculture, says there is 
evicted from its moated r^alare!enough state-owned land illegally 
to help relieve the congestion in taken over by private operators
REORGANIZE FORCES
As commander-in-chief ol the 
revolutionary army, Fidel Castro 
also has before him toe job of 
reor^nizing toe military and pft- 
lice forces. Observers consider 
this task his most delicate polit­
ically. In Latin America these 
elements traditionally are the in­
cubators of splinter groups, dic­
tators and liberators.
As of now, the revolutionary 
chieftain has the vast majority ol 
Clubahs behind him. They mob 
him wherever he goes and cheer 
him wildly, especially when he 
rises in defence of the war crimes 
trials and executions which have 
drawn criticism from abroad.
Castro complains toe outside 
world simply cannot comprehend 
toe brutal, violent nature of Ba­
tista’s police-state methods.
Addressing a group of revolu­
tionary widows at Santiago last 
week, Castro said: “If the unjust 
campaign ol vilification being 
waged against us from abroad 
now had been raised against Ba­
tista, thousands ol lives might
Four Springhill Miners Get 
New Jobs W ith Oil Firm
By MARVEN MOSS 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MONTREAL (CP)—Four min­
ers from the disaster-tom Nova 
Scotia community of Springhill 
have arrived here eager to start 
new jobs with an oil company 
after almost five months of rest 
less, uncertain idleness and "lots 
of baby-sitting.”
The men have been unem­
ployed since Dominion Steel and 
Coal Corporation decided to shut 
‘down its Springhill operations 
following the undergroimd earth 
upheaval Oct. 23 that took .75 
lives.
Texaco Canada Limited, work­
ing through the National Em­
ployment Service, has hired the 
four—all in their 30s—to work as 
laborers in the yard department 
of toe company’s Montreal East 
refinery.
crowded central Tokyo is indica 
tive of the changes that have 
taken place in Japan in the last 
25 years.
yWith those for and those 
against about equal, Japanese 
newspapers are making history 
by discussing whether the 245 
acres of the Imperial Palace 
grounds would be more useful cut 
up into transit roads and turned 
into public property.
Before the war, any editor who 
even admitted h a v i n g  such 
thoughts would have been given 
a prison cell where he could 
think them by himself.
*1116 latest official figure.s, is­
sued Dec. 1, 1958, gave Tokyo’s 
population as 8,858,835. This was 
an increase of 284,956 in one 
year.
EXPANSION UNPLANNED
In addition, Tokyo now runs 
into its neighboring port of Yoko­
hama, and the whole densely 
populated area m u s t  contain 
about 12,000,000 people.
The city has only a few road.s 
that can carry four lanes of traf­
fic. Most residential areas are 
served by narrow lanes without 
sidewalks.
There were 3,490,000 people 
here in 1945—when most of the 
city was flattened by high ex-
to give 67 acres to each of 22,500 
Cuban families.
A team of soil experts will de­
termine what acreage can be 
converted to rice, tobacco and 
coffee crops. Agriculture Min­
ister Humberto Sori Marin wants 
United States aid in this project 
to diversify crops. Cattle raising 
and dairy production are integral 
parts of the program.
PROTECT PRODUCER
Thus Castro hopes to have his 
country produce the food for 
which she has been spending mil­
lions of dollars annually, mostly 
from the U.S.
High tariffs will protect the 
Cuban producer and help achieve 
his goal of economic independ­
ence, Castro says.
His vigorous defence of the 
poor farm folk, both militarily 
and economically, has raised him 
in stature among the people to a 
level possibly unprecedented in 
Latin American history.
These same people provided 
Castro with toe backbone of the 
revolutionary forces. The gua- 
jiros generally are humble, gentle 
and polite and notably well be­
haved. Their discipline is- re­
markable. The bearded troops 
rigidly o b s e r v e  Castro’s “No 
drinking” edict, at least in pub­
lic.
There have been no reports 
thus far of incidents involving 
these troops, who walk nightly 
around the lobbies of luxury ho­
tels with rifles and sub-machino- 
guns dangling from their arms. 
It is an incongruous scene at first
(Continued from Page S)
West Kootenay.
He thought the BCPC area is 
possibly too' small to operate eco­
nomically, while WKPL could 
take this area into its overall 
operations and still maintain reas­
onable rates.
The ex-member of the B.C. 
Public Utilities Commission, con­
tended Summerlnnd, Peachland 
and Westbank are contiguous 
towns, the latter two being served 
by BCPC. He charged toe resi­
dential charges of the BCPC ex­
ceed those of either WKPL or 
Peachland municipality, and In 
some , cases exceed West Koot­
enay by as much as 100 per cent. 
The commercial rates show the 
same trend where the BCPC 
rates exceed both those of WKPL 
and Peachland municipality, but 
when BCPC rates are examined 
it will be seen that those of the 
power commission are much 
lower than those of WKPL and 
Peachland.'
This would lead one to the 
assumption that the residential 
customers are subsidizing in­
dustry . . . the residential rates 
of the BCPC were increased by 
10 per cent about three years ago, 
and there has recently been talk 
of a further increase. He re­
quested the Shrum Commission 
examine all contracts for bulk 
power.
He thought the losing contracts 
coupled with the present high 
capitalization are what is main­
taining the high residential rates 
of BCPC in the province.
"It would appear there is no 
profit incentive on the part of 
a publicly-owned corporation to 
operate as efficiently as a pri 
vately owned one; at least it 
would appear to be so, as far as 
this BCPC is concerned. In a pri­
vately owned company, it is a 
question of producing the goods, 
or else.”
Mr. Penfold explained Peach­
land municipality made a profit 
of $18,465 on a revenue of $116,- 
975 in its 1957 electric operation, 
in spite of its much lower rates 
that the BCPC. He pointed out 
some years ago the power com­
mission was forced to sell out its 
Hope and Lillooet systems to the 
B.C. Electric Co. for reasons of 
high charges for energy.
WKPL SUBSIDIZED?
a m /
V l f A M I N S  
M C A N D Y  F O R M
especially for 
childienl
counsel for B.C, Power CommIs-to penetrate a 600-mlle barrier 
sion, as to whether West Koot-joH soutoem California, 
enay Power |ind Light Co., was Canada’s 407th M a r  111 m • 
subsidized by the Consolidated squadron of anti - submarine 
Mining and Smelting Co., o f’Trail, ̂ # n e s  and three frigates of the 
Mr. Penfold said "It may be.” Canadian navy are participatini 
Pressing the point further, Mr. in the exercise.
Hinkson asked if it was not true 
West Kootenay provides "sur-l 
plus” power from COMINCo. Mr. |
Penfold again said be was "not 
prepared to say.
Never - the -1 ess the witness 
claimed that the original inten­
sion of the B.C. Power Commis­
sion was to provide power to 
rural areas,
Mr. Haker said the ultimate 
object in setting up the power 
commission was to promote the 
settlement and weU being of toe 
povince and develop primary in­
dustries.
“Establish a sawmill. nUne or 
some such industry an^ you have 
the potential nucleus of a new 
community . . .  the purpose of toe 
commission was indirectly to 
facilitate the establishment of 
such communities and also the 
serving of smaller communities, 
such as Peachland, which would 
not be attractive to private In 
vestment . . .
“We submit that, on these 
premises, the commission should 
never have been expected to be 
self sustaining, nor that these 
communities, whose successful 
development was in the interests 
of toe country, should be picked 
out to maintain the whole serv­
ice, both as to operating costs 
and a large portion of capital ex­
penditures,’’ he declared.
SHOULDER BURDEN
“Why . . . should Peachland 
users of power be expected, with 
toe rest ol a group of smaller 
communities, to bear a large por­
tion of the cost of what is admitted 
to be a service to the whole pro­
vince?” he asked.
In conclusion, he thought toe 
rates charged in a community 
should bear some relationship to 




SAN DIEGO. Calif. (AP) — 
Canadian s u r f a c e  ships and 
planes joined ships of the United 
States 1st Fleet here in a 
four-day exercise in anti - sub­
marine warfare described as the 
most formidable t a s k  facing 
North America’s navies.
’The exercise, termed Skynet,
I will pit a force of ships and 
Questioned by E. E. Hinkson, I planes against submarines, trying
8 VITAMINS
indBi!iniA.C,DiniiBi2ln Cmilyfonii 
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All four are married and have 
a total of nine children. Their 
families are to join them later 
Since toe disaster at the mine 
they have lived on unemploy- - . , .
ment insurance payments and L d  residen-w ^ ^ r v o r h e r r ^ r  centre and residon-
tial areas now have been rebuiii.
But toe post-war growth has 
been unolanned. New roads are 
made, then torn up again when 
someone remembers that elec-
ders financed by toe $1,800,000 
Springhill Disaster Fi^nd. 
CHANCE FOR ADVANCEMENT
In toe group are Ralph Hen- 
w o^, 36, Ralph Calder, 34, Ken 
Murray, 32, and Stan Pashkow- 
ski, 31.
A company official said the 
company plans to “ give the four 
every opportunity to advance to 
better jobs. It all depends on 
their ability and performance.”
As yard laborer their basic 
salary is $70 for a five-day, 40- 
hour week. They earned a basic 
$11.64 for an eight-hour day as 
miners in Springhill.
trical conduits or gas mains are 
needed in the same area. One 
enterprising company built its 
headquarters on a public park 
before the error was discovered. 
It is still there. And the em­
peror’s palace' is still standing.
Save 555^°! Big Pre-Season Offer!
B O A T  a n d  M O T O R
GREENLAND MISSIONARY
The first Danish missionary to 
Greenland, Hans Egcde, arrived 




Cottons are in A bundance  a t
MEIKLE'S
♦
See the new Spring arrivals on our Mezzanine floor
TOOTAL FABRICS —  beautiful ‘‘drip dry fabrics 
in all over pafterns, cool, easy 1 nQ
to launder, y a rd ......................................  I g Z #
TOOTAL’S LINEN —  Ideal for suits and sheath 
' dresses. A ho.st of lovely I  £Q
, spring colors, yard ....................... ..........  I * 0 #
TOOTAL’S LYSTAV Trobalco and poplins in a
1.39wide array of stripes and plain colors. From, yard .................... .
DAN RIVER COTTONS —  A wonderful selection in 
check, stripes, lacy designs — light colors and ' 
darker shades. |  n n  1 X 0
36” wide, yard ...............  l • O y
GLAZED c o t t o n s  —  for Sun Dresses, afternoon 
and street, dresses, lovely colors in plain , and
..............98c 1.98
DRIP DRY COTTONS — Light and dark 
shades for spring, in small patterns, yard
ALL YOUR SEWING NEEDS AT MEIKLE’S
The famous “McCall Patterns” —  Thread —■ Zippers 
Buttons, Seam Binding —  Pcilon, etc., etc.
85c
I
''1* -f■'i.'i' - 1 '  * ' ' ‘vI
K, ,1,ig‘%. 'jiii II iiii,
Geo}A. Meikle Ltd.
B O A T  reg. p r ic e ... .  $ 2 4 9 9 5  
M O T O R  reg. p rice .. $ 1 3 4 9 5
REGULAR VALUE..... $ 3 8 4 9 0
E L G IN
12-Ft. Aluminum
CARTOPBOAT
•  Enjoy maintenance-free boating
•  Aircraft type riveting
^  Interior bottom painted with non-skid paint.
•  Built like a modern jet airliner.
•  Boat adjusts to water temperature — won’t 
get hot.










Special Pre Season 
Offer
S a v e  $ 5 5 ' ^ ®  • • * • *329
•  Light weight — 28 lb,
•  Air cooled Gas Miser Motor
•  Great for quiet trolling — steady, slow 
speed
•  Automatic rewind starter.





ALLSTATE " 3 0 "
6 VOLT SIZE
Canada’s most powerful Batteries
Guaranteed for 30 months quick 
fltorts cfven on coldest days with 
plenty reserve power fqr accessories 
And at this special price we are 
Including one free carrying strap.
Special
with Exchange ..... 14.88
Daviil Bradley 20-inch Size
Gear Driven CHAIN SAW
Reg, 2.14.95 ^
Big pre-senson savings
— l)(! prc|)nn?(l for 
spring bill fuel and 
oil tanks operate saw 
well oyer 1 hour 
weatherprooi magneto
— gear Irnntimls.slon '
needs only 2 drops of - ,
oil dally.
Automntic cliitcli — recoil starter •— cut at nny angle —■ 
trigger,throttle safe — Twin spike bars for ntralghi cuts, 
Actuni welglit of saw less guide bar nnd chain, 25 lbs, 
SPECIAI........................
$ 1 9 9 8 8
Jaspe UNOlEUM TILES
Tremendous price cuts on first quality, standard weight 
tiles — Choose from “swirl grained” marble or “textured” 
Jaspo — both floor flattering designs suitable for kitchen, 
Uvingroom, diningroom or bedroom-—Bcuuiiful colors are 





200  m m . 
ite g . 10c, each 8c
T
BERTTIAIM AT BERNARD Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded ' I PHONE 3805
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